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INTRODUCTION

As a result of recent advances in composition

research, educators nave begun to recognize the need

for re-examining and, where aecessary, reorganizing

writing curricula. The focal-point of recent research

and, thus, of curriculum change, has been the writing

process. While the shift in iiTterest from product to

process is, in itself, a welcome and much-needed

cnange, some topics of concern to educators and the

general public remain virtually unexamined. One such

topic is the transferability of academic writing skills

to "real-world" writing situations. Many people want

to know if school-oriented writing prepares students

for the writing they will do in their later roles as

employed adults.

Consonant with this interest in job-relatea

writing is the recent kalbeit late) recognition that

"literacy" is not synonomou3 with "reading." Tne abil-

ity to read connected prose does not guarantee tne

ability to write connected prose. As expanding terh-

nologies employ greater numbers of service personnel,

it has become apparent that many otherwise qualjfied
workers are unable to effectively communicate in writ-

ing. Some major companies are unaertaking their oWn
"re-schooling" programs to teach relevant composition

skills.

1
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Introduchon

Recognizing the contiguity of issues pertaining to
job-relited writing and literacy in writing, Southwest
Regional Laooratory for Educat,onal Research and Devel-
opment tSWRL) sponsored a conference on October 1,
lydl, to examine state-of-the-art research and practlice

in these fields. This book includes four papers that
were presented at the conference and opening remarks
delivered uy Mahlon Puryear, Executive President of the
Urange County Urban League.

I

I

Mr. Puryear, drawing on more than LIO years of

experience in national and community affairs, shares

his perceptions of the relationship oetween education
and employment. He stresses the importance of communi-
cation between all parties involved in the education
and socialization of students--parents, teachers, and

employers--and calls for an increased commitment to

literacy educetion on the part of teachers.

In the first formal paper, Ruth Mitchell discusses
tne need for a new "practical" writing model to replace
the formal "academic" model that is commonly taught in

schools. Sne presents-concrete examples of cOmmon

errors that writers make when they try to apply

traditional writing formulas to practical writing

situations. Mitchell argues that functional report-

writing should be reader-oriented, with conclusions

first ano oackground last. Most report-writing, she

points out, proceeds from backgrouno to conclusions.

tvelyn Jacob presents an overview of, recent

researcn on functional writing in ousiness and indus-
try. Her paper synthesizes the results of sighificant

ethonographic research in job-settings, and presents

findings from her own mst recent researcn effort, the
Industrial Literacy Project.

Field-research and education are orought together
in Larry Mikulecky's paper. He discusses thei r'esults

of his extensive job-literacy research, and detcribes a
project in which unemployea, underprepared adults are
successfully prepared for word-processing jobs.

Mikulecky also suggests ways in which teachers can

oetter prepare students for the realities of Workpace

writing.

6 2
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Introduction

Tne final speaker, Gertrude Meyers, presents a

model for a job-oriented writing curriculum. Drawing

on her experience in designing a training prograrh for a

private business college, Meyers makes suggestidns lor

instruction that are applicable at both secondary and

post-secondary levels.

Tne purpose of this book is to present some of the

significant research in practical writing and to snow

how it applies to classroom instruction. Research in

tnis area is still in a formative stage, and the papers
presented here represent the work of pioneers in a new

field of inquiry. It is, however, already evident that

certain segments of the education community will find

immediate benefits in applying some of the instruc-

tional strategies contained in tnese papers. As tne

similarities and differences between practica' writing

and academic writing become more clearly delineated,

teachers and curriculum specialists at all levels will

be in a position to provide better and more meaningful

writing instruction.

A number of important issues, including those

relating instruction in practical writing to educa-

tional pnilosophy and social goals, remain virtually

unexplored. We hope that these presentations will

serve to stimulaLe thought and inquiry in these areas

as well as in those more directly related to the

improvement of the writing curriculum.

Larry Gentry
SWRL Educational Researcn
and Development

3



YOUTH, JOBS, AND LITERACY

Mahlon Puryear
Orange County Urban League

I grew up in an era that some of you may remember,
and that some of you may not remember. I grew up in a

section of the United States called the segregated

South. In the segregated South the schools were
segregated by law. Black children went to one kind of

school and white children went to another kind of
school. What was taught in the white schools was one
kind of education and what was taught in the black

schools was another kind of education.

Many of us who went to black schools grew up
thinking we got a pretty "bum" education. For years we

spent a lot of time and effort trying to get into those

white schools. Well, finally the Supreme Court let us

in. As time went by, some of us got it in our heads

that geography had something to do with quality

education. For example, some of us were convinced that

western schools were superior to eastern schools.

Well, my wife and I recently moved to California and
guess what? We discovered that geography doesn't make
that much difference.

The point that I'm trying to make is that quality
education is not a matter of race or geographical

location; quality education is a matter of commitment--

5



Youth, Jobs, and Literacy

commitment, on the part of teachers, students, parents,
and the community that supports and profits from local
schools.

In addition to commitment by individuals at each
level, there must also be communication between all of

those involved in educating young people. I recently

spent some time at a local college listening to

educators and industrialists discuss a plan for

preparing young people for new technical careers. When

I was asked for my comments I told them that, although

it was a wonderful thing that industry and education
would get together to talk about what our young people
will be doing three years from now, I thought that they

had failed to bring two important elements into the

discussi-onthe parents and the children. Educators

cannot plan the education of children in this country
without parents being a part of the discussion. Thus,

another key to quality education, an education that

prepares a student for a good life and a successful

career, is communication . . . communication between

the parent and the student, between the parent, the

student, and the school, and between the school and

prqspective employers.

I would like to share with you a news release that

speaks to these points. It pertains to a speech that I

made to a group of school counselors in New Jersey. It

reads:
URBAN LEAGUE URGES JERSEY TEACHERS:

SHAPE TRAINING TO FIT TCMORROWIS MANPOWER NEEDS

ATLANTIC CITYAn urgent call to Now Jersey educators, along with those
throughout the nation, to press for more realistic training of student
counselors related to current changes In Job requirements and possibil-
ities was voiced here today by Mahlon T. Puryear of New York, associate
director of the National Urban League.

Mr. Puryear heads the League's "National Skills Bank" program, to be
launched next Tuesday in five key centers across the country. The

program is designed to seek out, classify and provide qualified Negro
workers from which American Industry and commerce can draw to meet Its

manpower needs.

Addressing a luncheon meeting of the New Jersoy Organization of Teachers
In the Madison Hotel, Mr. Puryear described as vital the need for edu-
cation to strive toward giving counselors In training broader and more
realistic training opportunity "to learn about the world of work and
the changes that are taking place In Job requirements of our time."

6
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Youth, Jobs, and Literacy

"It must be made mandatory that persons who ounsel Negro youth learn
fully the problems onfronting Negro youth," declared Mr. Puryear.

"They rust be thoroughly familiar with the ambitions, aspirations,
family life and backgrounds of the Negro youth they are charged to
guide and counsel. It Is Imperative that these services be up-dated,
and increased at all levels of community action."

He stressed as imperative the need for the Negro community itself to
utilize all available resources for erasing the traditional barriers
to education and opportunity that still block Negro citizens from full
participation In national progress, and called for specisl attention
to the problems of Negro adults who, through no fault of their own,
lack the basic skills and education to pursue retraining programs.

"Teachers, above all others, must be alert to the effects of automation
on the Negro worker of tomorrow and constantly seek for expanding
emphasis on training and retraining to fulfill the manpower needs of
the future," Mr. Puryear said.

Does the problem sound familiar? Would you be
surprised if I told you that this news release was nct
written in 1982, but almost 20 years ago--in 1963?
Since I joined the Urban League in 1940, I have been
begging teachers, counselors, educational administra-
tors, and parents to help keep students in school. I

have been begging employers to be honest in developing
realistic job requirements for beginning jobs. I have

been begging young people to learn to read, to write,
to spell, to speak, and to form good work habits.

My observations have nothing to do with race.

Every day I see students, black and white, who cannot
write. When young people come to the Urban League for
assistance in finding work, we ask them to write a

paragraph about what they would like to be doing two or
three years from now. That's when I find out that many
of them cannot write. Some companies require a similar
paragraph on their job applications. Miny applicants
call fill out all the blar..s, but they cannot write a
pvagraph. Deficiencies in writing and spelling color
the thinking of the interviewer before the applicant
utters a word.

7
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Youth, Jobs, and Literacy

As teachers of writing, you have an opportunity
and a responsibility to help rectify this situation.
The fact that you are meeting today to discuss the

practical applications of writing shows that you are
moving in the right direction.

All of us here today have a job to do. I'm in the

business of finding jobs for young people, and you'le
in the business of getting them ready for thuse jobs.
Let's work together. Together we can create a better
society--a society where the job is worthy of the

worker and the worker is worthy of his hire.

11 8



NEGATIVE ENTROPY A
WORK: A THEORY OF
PRACTICAL WRITING

Ruth Mitchell
University of California at Los Angeles

We all define writing from our own narrow perspec-

tive.. A scriptwriter who enthralled a California

Writing Project audience mentioned casually that he had

earned his living as an English teacher before he hit

the jackpot. "But I didn't teach them writing," he
said, although he taught the standard 10th and 11th

grade composition classes. Writing to him is the

manipulation of plot and charatter, fiction, "creative

writing" in college catalogs. On the other'hand, a

biology professor, complaining about students' verbal

ineptness, declared that he didn't want "any of that
fancy English stuff." For him, writing meant a logical

explanation of observed phenomena.

Any theory must begin with definition, especially

in view of idiosyncratic uses of terms such as those
I've cited. I am going to place practical writing in
an audience-response context, showing that it will be

distinguishable from other kinds of writing because of

its immediate and limited utility. It Will be neces-

sary to distinguish it from technical writing, which is
not my subject here. I am also not'Aoncerned with the
formatting of correspondence, the kind of knowledge to

be expected from well-trained secfetaries. "Business

writing" here means what the manager dictates or scrib-

bles, not what the secretary types. I will move from

definition to features, and then to an argument For

9
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A Theory of Practicai Writing

understanding the psycholinguistics of response instead

of imitating traditional strategies. I shall end with

some 5uggestions for changing perceptions about prac-
tical writing through education.

DEFINITION

The first step in a definition of practical writ-

ing is to break out of our own particular tunnel vision
an,-; .rvey the writing to be found in a modern technol-

ogical, information-'oriented society. We especially
need to do this because most of us who teach writing
are English teachers. The bond between the teaching of
writing and Engli0 teaching is, I submit, traditional

rather than logical--the study and teaching of writing
depends on applied psychology as much as on a knowledge
of literature. But it is there. And so is our preju-
dice that writing comes between the covers of books,
elevates the mind, and enlarges the moral vis;on.

But when you start to inventory writing, the kind
associated with English classes diminishes in propor-

tion abruptly. Consider your own daily activities.
You might think your earliest morning contact with
print is the newspaper, but before then you've probably
read labels, consciously or unconsciously, and the

directions on food packages--not to mention the cereal
boxes without which millions of Americans could ndlt

have attained literacy. Xou've also listened to the
morning news--someone wrote it before it was read on
etther radio or television. Your house is sprinkled
with magazines and journals, from the specialty publi-
cations that keep you current with your profession to
Life, Time, Newsweek, The New Yorker, People, and

Playboy. If you have hobbies, you read magazines to
keep you abreast of the latest equipment and ideas. If

you're a member of a large organization, you g t its

newsletter, whether you want it or not. The first

thing any g.Dup--anti-nuclear Dr pro-whale--produces is
a newslettter. (There's an association of newsletter
editors that has its own newsletter.) The mail brings

you letters, flyers, bills, tax forms. Every appliance
is accompanied by written instructions; every garment
has a label telling you how to wash it.

13 10



A Theory of Practical Writing

And you haven't even gotten to work yet. There,

another mountain of writing assails you--memos from

associates, reports, invitations to meetings, announce-

ments of forthcoming publications, letters of all

kinds. Each profession has its own particular written

burdens. 1.awyers have, briefs, points and authorities,

legal memoranda; doctors have patient histories and

medical research; English teachers have student papers.

It's hard to get up-to-date comprehensive figures

on the economic impact of written information, because

most studies are limited in scope. A few years agn,

John Bormuth ("Science and the Citizen," 1979) calcu-

lated that at the beginning of the seventies--his

figures were for 1974 and 1972the average person
spent 29 percent of time on the job either reading or

writing, and 17 percent of time overall. Twenty-nine

percent As a very high average, suggesting that a large

number of workers spend 100 percent of their time

involved with written communication. Bormuth collected

data on what he called "literacy activities," which
included reading, writing, and being trained fnr them.

He attributed 26 percent of the 1974 GNP to thes:

activities--more than twice the Department of Defense

budget.

More recent figures have been computed for time

spent writing only, and these may be pitched low

because both employees and employers tend to report

time spent physically producing marks on paper rather

than all the other activities which we know are essen-

tial parts of the writing process. Faigley, Miller,

Meyer, and Witte (1981) surveyed writing done by col-

lege-trained people mostly in Texas and Louisiana, and
found that they spent an average of 23 percent of their

working time writing. Even engineerswhO often flee

to engineering courses in college because they fear

writing--spend 25 percent of thair time writing. Only

four out of 200 people interviewed by the researcher!,

claimed to spend no time at all on writing. Faigley

and his colleagues alsa quote Department of Labor sta-

tistics that project 55 million workers in the infor-

mation sector in 1990--thcre were 45 million in 1980.

Fifty-five million is one quarter of 220 million

Americans. About a million word processors were in use

11
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A Theory of Practical Wrhing

during 1981. The number will double by 1983 and
increase to 20 million in 1990. As usual, the French
have a word for it--the "informatisation" of society.

At the risk of pointing out the obvious, I'd like
to underscore two facts about the writing we're examin-
ing: one, every bit of it--even the label on the

peanut butter jar--had to be written by someone; and
two, not a whisper about it is ever heard in tradi-
tional English classes. There, students either learn

to express themselves in creative exercises or learn a
strange kind of prose that flourishes in academia as
goldfish do in small ponds, unable to exist outside a
specialized environment--the theme, essay, or paper.
Have you ever had to write a theme since you left col-
lege? And where did you learn how to write what ,you
now write as a professional? Where did the instruction
writer learn to write instructions and the proposal
writer proposals? I take it that our task at this

meeting is to widen the scope of writing instruction in
high school, college, and university to include the

kinds of writing found outside academia's fishpond. In

doing so, we shall be able to improve the standard of
writing out there and also be able to defend ourselves
against the charge that our graduates can't write. How
can they if we haven't taught them?

Let's try to corral the mass of writing we've
identified and break it into categories. Following
Wittgentstein and John Ellis (1974), I'll divide
according to use (see Table 1).

As you see, the first major classification is

between writing that is read by choice--literature--and
that which is associated with work. Practical writing
earns its living. Literature is non-essential enter-
tainment. Hard as it may be for us English teachers to
swallow, mani excellent lives have been and are being
led without its balm. To test this primary division,
reflect that both reading and writing literature are
matters of choice, but a businessman can't choose
whether tc read this memo or that (imagine this: "I'm
not in the mood for mystery today," he says, selecting
instead the work of the office romance writer). The

15 12



A TheorY of Practical Writing

Table 1

Functions of Writing

PRACTICAL WMTING LITERARY WRITING

Clas 1 Class 2 novels
plays ,

Writing Mixed with poetry

On the Job Entertainment literary essay
criticism

huainess writing advertisements scripts for TV

proposals newspapers scripts for movies

MeMOS magazine) scripts for radio

Instructions
forral docaments
summaries
student papers
legal briefs

amount of practical writing far outweighs that of lit-
erature and probably always has, although, historically
literature has assumed a disproportionate importance

because of the context-dependence of practical writing.

Historically, the first writing we can, decipher is

practical writing--lists of provisions received by tem-
ple prjests. Its preservation is accidental, as op-
posed to the conscious conservation of literary writing
through copying and the cultivation of libraries. We

all read Shakespeare, but in his own time, most of the

writing was legal, political, religious, commercial.

While literary scholars dissect Shakespeare to the

point of counting the definite articles in the plays,
historical scholars applying cliometrical techniques

are constructing demographic statistics from parish
records and Pik Rolls.

But within this primary division between practical
writing and literary writing, I've made subdivision.

This accounts,for the kind of writing that exists in a
twilight zone, between the office and the easy chair,
writing that has practical purposes but is sweetened

with entertainment. Make nc mistaL, newspapers enter-
tain. And if,advertising doesn't, it won't achieve its

primary aimSelling.. Those magazines piled up on your
coffee table give you information you want while enter-
taining you. You chose them because their subject

13
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A Theory of Practical\ Writing

matter is a hobby or pasiime--entertainment--for ou.

All menbers of this subgroup have some eleMent of lit-
erature (they are chosen) and some of practical wri ing
(they inform, are used), but there is hittle chance
they will ever become literature in John Ellis' sense:
"literary texts are defined as those that are used by
the spciety in such -a-way_that the text is not takeh as

specifically relevant to the immediate cOntext of its

origin" (Ellis, 1974, p. 44). journalisM embodies its
ephemerality in its name.

These genres deserve a subclass of their own from
the perspective of their writers also. People who
write for newspapers, magazines, and public rela/tion
want to write. They have desire, even talent./ They
want to spend their working lives behind a typqriter.
PeoOle faced with practical writing tasks don' 'neces-
sarily want to write--they have to. That is why

instruction in the major genres of Class 1 practical

wriEing is essential if we are to prepare students
adequately for their ordinary everyday yor-king lives.
To send out students from any level of education with-
out ensuring that they can write an effective job

application letter or a summary of a week's activities
hamstrings them as surely as if they had not been

taught how to add or multiply.

You're probably wondering why I didn't make tech-
nical writing an equally definite subgroup. Besides

English classes, technical writing classes are the only
other writing classes well established in the academic
curriculum. However, there's a widespread mismatch
between those classes and what the world understands as
technical writing. I tried to clear it up in an arti-

cle that appeared in College English in October 1981.

Comments, which will be printed in the October 1982
issue) made it clear that I hadn't succeeded, so I'm
glad of another chance, especially since doing so will

enable me to sharpen the distinction between technical
and'practical\writing.

The mistinderstanding arises because "technical

writing" has referents that differ according to con-
text. "This is technical writing--you wouldn't under-

stand it" is spoken by a researcher to a communications

14



A Theory of Praetkal Writing

analyst in hopes of deflecting close scrutiny. It

commonly occurs in research organizations or in gradu-

ate seminars. A technical writing class (according to
my very limited experience because UCLA has no techni-

cal writing instruction at all) seems to mean a writing

class for engineering students. Too often its concerns

are the same as those of the freshman composition

course--mechanics and basic structure.

Technical writing in the world of moTk, however,

means specific positions advertised under the Help

Wanted heading of the newspaper. These positions

demand technical knowledge of a field (frequently com-
puters these days) with ability to write English--by
which is meant usually spelling and punctuation. I

cannot stress too much that a "technical writer" is

first and foremost a person who can read blueprints and
technical manuals and then transfer their contents to
continuous prose for peers. No grace in writing is

required--only accuracy. I called this "technical

writing as advertised" in my article, hoping to circu-
scribe the term so that we could use it with an exac,

referent.

Technical writing is also found in small-

circulatjon journals serving highly specialized groups
(The Biophysical Journal, Tr'ansplantation, The Pacific
Journal of Mathematics and so on). Thus two kinds of

professionals need training in technical writing:

those who want to become technical writers and th-se
who will become researchers needing to communicate ..th

their peers. The future technical writers must want to

spend their lives writing, but--unlike aspirant jour-

nalists--their talents must lie primarily in the tech-

nical field. The future researchers will not want to

write, but must understancr the importance of efficient
communication. Neither group can be trined by English

teachers unaided by technical personnel. Technical

writing instruction requires team-teaching in which

English teachers must be prepared to act as junior

partners.

Technical writing is essentially communication
between peers who, share a background of the same spe-

cialized information. It does not warrant more than

15



A Theory of Practical Writing

genre status in my practical writing division because
in its purest form, it isn't very prevalent. Some

species of technical writing are communicated almost
entir,fly in symbols, such as microbiological and math-
ematical discourse. Pure technical writing is as close
to being rule-governed (a matter I shall discuss later)
as writing ever gets, because its vocabulary is dic-
tated by the jargon of the subject and its order must
follow that of the process being described, not a rhe-
torical formula. There is nothing in the world wrong
with writing in the cryptic, allusive jargon of the

group if you are writing to its other members; the

problem arises when writers used to technical writing
of this kind assume that they can write in the same way
on all occasions.

I am perturbed by the confusion in the popular
mind between technical writing and practical writing.
Whatever is!, t taught in regular English classes must
be technical writing, it seems. When I explain that my
practical writing course at UCLA teaches students--
seniors who realize they need it--the kind of writing
they will need to survive on the job, my interlocutors
slowly become aware of the genres I've just listed.

"But OD one taught me how to write a memo," they say.
"I just imitated the boss." Exactly. We have to make
a case for instruction in a kind of writing that, un-
like technical writing and literature, is so generally
distributed that it mingles with the background. Bor-
rowing from Russian formalist criticism, we have to
apply the technique of "ostraneniye," rendering a

familiar object strange in order to appreciate it

(Lemon & Reis, 1965, p. 4).

FEATURES

Practical writing is context-bound, audience-
specific, short-term, targeted preciselyo qse-oriented,
and bound by economics. I am not going to illustrate
each of these characteristics laboriously, one by one,
because they are interdependent and each will be men-
tioned as major features are described. The final one,
the connection between practical writing and money,
underlies all others. Practical writing is written for

money as surely as is a Judith Krantz novel, on,v indi-
roctly. It is not only written on the job, but also

16
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A Theory I* Practical Writing

judged by its contribution to the econ mic health of
the organization. Letters that get to the point and
don't need follow-up phone calls save nney. Reports

that lead to efficient action make money. When I was'

asked in 1976 to design writing courseS for the Rand

Corporation in Santa Monica, manageme i's motivation
was economic--the researchers' reports w re so long dnd
so incomprehensible that they demanded e cessive edito-

rial input and were commonly delivered, late to impa-
tient clients. The necessary investmeni of addi,tional
time threatened the tight murgin of ovehead on which a
non-profit corporation runs. Mo;ley and.time are inter-
changeable in economic terms, much like mais and energy
in nuclear physics.

Practical writing is context-bound and audience-
specific to a degree not realized by thOse who think of
writing as self-expression or as a diagreeabie task.
Practical writing takes piace within a confined ecosys-
tem that has its own power structure You write to
achieve certain ends--perhaps your ow , certainly your

boss's--and you'd better not introd ce any elements

that will frustrate those ends. So ou have to write
with all your antennae tingling to avoid political

problems and to maximize opportunit i es. Writing is

dermanent. A conversation c fan be orgotten or even

denied, but the written memo is th re, for fame or

notoriety.

It is difficult for students who have written only
in answer to questions and have been expected only to
regurgitate facts to understand the communicative

function of practical writing. It s written because

someone wants to know something, and to use that infor-
mation--and "use" is the important w rd.

Students also don't realize that most practical
writing, especially that done in the corporate context,

is a collective product. In scho I you shield your
paper from your classmate with a pro ective arm, but on
the job you write one part of a docufreni and other mem-

bers of the team write other parts.1 Then the whole i;
reviewed by a team leader, who may 'sk one team member
to rewrite most of it, including yo r piece. Then the

report will proceed up through sev ral levels of man-
agement review (as many as ten in some government

17
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offices), being changed at each stage, and finally it

will reach the editorial department. The completed
document may contain a few words that you originally
wrote, but they may be in a different place and may not
mean what you intended. Pride of authorship has no
place in the process.

In order to introduce students to team writing, we

at UCLA have always included a group project in our

year-long course, Practical Writing and Editing. The

classes have written a brochure for UCLA Writing Pro-
grams, a students' guide to high living on the cheap in

Westwood, ard a catalog of UCLA's interinstitutional

programs. They had to cooperate in teams to collect

information, write and edit each others' contribution,
decide on format, and proofread the final product.

Whether as a member of a team or on their own,
practical writers should have these questions in mind

when writing:

What am I doing with this memo/letter/

proposal/etc.?

How am I doing it?

Who's going to read it first? Later?

What do I want that person to do?

These questions will guide strategy and tactics.
Instruction should make clear that the piece of writing

must fit into its niche in the ecosystem. Two excel-

lent books will give you the details of efficient tar-

geting and audience analysis: Designing Technical

Reports: Writing for Audiences in Organizations, by

J. C. Mathes and Dwight W. Stevenson, which, despite

the first part of its title, concerns itself with

general questions of organizational communication; and
Writing for Results: In Business, Government and the

Professions, by David W. Ewing, editor of the Harvard
Business Review, which suggests introspective questions
for the writer such as "Should my communication be put

in writing? Should it come from me? Should it come

now? Will the audience 'hear' my facts and ideas in

the manner I intend?"
18
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TRYING TO WRITE ACCORDING TO RULES

The need for clarity as to audience, purpose, and
the means of matching them is unfortunately best illus-
trated when it's lacking. Figure 1 shows a memo from
the office of orchitect of the U.S. Capitol.

The Architect of the Capitol
*1793M

Washington, D.C. 20515
November 26, i979

MEMORANDUM

To: Building Occupants

From: Architect of the Capitol

Subject: Electrical Service -
House Office Building Annex 2

We have reached tho point In the renovation of House Office Building
Annex 2 whereby it will bo necessary for tho main electric service
capacity to the building to be reducod to ono half the full capacity In
order that new electrical switchgear can be Installed In the location
now occupied by existing equipment.

Under normal operatiuj conditions during this next two month period, no
inconvenience to the occupants is expected to be experienced. However
If cable failure or other unexpected cOncitions wore to be exporienced
that would further reduco the remaining service capacity, we would be
forced to Immediately discontinue all non-electrical loads until
emergency repairs could be effected.

As a precaution against the loss of total building power, we request
that all occupants make a concerted effort to turn off every electrical
device not being used and to reduce the normal lighting level wherever
possible. These measures should provide us with the margin of capacity
necessary to sustain all non% 1 electrical power requirements during
this period.

In case an emergency power reduction becomes necessary, we will strive
to maintain priority loads such as computers and other special equipment.

Your cooperation In this matter, for tho mutual benefit of all occupants,
will bo greatly appreciated.

Figure 1: Memo illustrating wordiness and confusion.
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Now this memo is inefficient because it wastes

time getting to its main message, uses excessively for-

mal language, and exp'ains with too many words. It

should have read something like this:

For the next two months, we must cut electric

service to House Office Building Annex No. 2

by half the usual capacity so that we can

install new electrical switchgear. We ask

you to switch off every electrical device not

being used and reduce normal lighting level.

If everyone cooperates by using only the

electricity strictly necessary, we should be

able to sustain normal electrical service

while the new equipment is being installed.

We are, however, operating on a small margin.

A cable failure would require us to discon-

tinue all non-critical loads until emergency

repairs were made. We would try as far as

possible to maintain priority service, espe-

cially to computers and special equipment.

With your cooperation and no emergencies,

service in the next two months should not

differ from normal. Thank you.

Now why didn't the memo take this briefer, more dieect

form? Because the author thought of his writing as a

task instead of a communication. Because he applied

unexamined models and did not ask himself what he

wanted people who read his writing to do.

Let's pursue this question of unexamined models

with another example. Figure 2 shows an uncorrected

application letter seriously (alas) written by a member

of my first practical writing class at UCLA.

The writer of this letter, like the writer of the

memo, thought that these genres were supposed to sound

odd. Both writers had in their heads the rhythms of

phrases like "is expected to be experienced" and "en-

closed please find," just as many letter-writers still

think you should begin with "Yours of the 5th to hand."

Like the businessman I
mentioned earlier who imitated

his boss's memo-writing style, these writers never

20
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The William Morris Agency, Inc.
151 El Camino Dr.
114eVerly Hills, Call. 90048

RE: AGENT TRAINEE PROGRAM

Gentlemen:

Enclosed please find, for your perJsal my resume. I am currently a UCLA
senior majoring In Business-Economics, and shall graduate In June of
1980. 1 have heard many good things about your program, and would feel
hoaored to partake In it.

As indicated by the resume you will notice that my experience in the
field Is limited, yet concise. I am an individual of varied skills and
interests, along with a strong desire to succeed In whatever endeavor I

may undertake. Clearly my interests lie In business and entertainment,
though, a combination which could make for a successful career. Not
only have I learned from my practical experiences, but my college
curriculum has included many classes which are directly tied to tha show
show business world, (i.e., business law, advertising, accounting,
marketing).

After inspecting both the resume and application I trust you shall find
my past history quite acceptable. In that event, I would be very

appreciative If you please contact me at your earliest convenience so
that we may further discuss any possibilities for my Immediate future.

Figure 2: Application letter illustrating use of poor
models.

questioned the preconceived ideas they had picked up.
They were motivated by two instincts: protective col-
oring and economy of effort. If you write like your
boss, you'll fit into the organization, and if you can
find a neat rule of thumb to write by, you won't have
to worry about taking responsibility for your own

choices. We'll come back in a moment to the mistaken
idea of audience exemplified by the follow-your-leader
rule, and look now at the desire to save effort by

applying a template.

Writing is not a rule-governed procedure, much to
the dismay of teachers, students, and testmakers alike.
In that fact lies its frustration and fascination. We

English teachers know about the infinite specificity of
language, how words change in context so that one can-
not predict any outcome from initial ingredients.
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People trained in other disciplines, especially the

harder sciences, want words to behave like numbers.

They want to be able to apply a formula and not have to

pay any more attention once the steps have been

followed. In mathematics, say Davis and Hersh (1981,

p. 36) "writing follows an unbreakable conventionr to

conceal any sign that the author or the intended reader

is a human being. It gives the impression that, from

the stated definitions, the desired results follow

infallibly by a purely mechanical procedure." As all

art aspires to the condition of music, science aspires

to mathematics, for the attitude to writing described

here is adopted as closely as possible by social and

physical scientists alike. As I meationed above, only

the most technical of technical writing can be regarded

as formulaic, because It is driven by its referents,

not by rhetorical considerations. Every other kind of

writing must be approached as an element in a unique

situation, in which the only constants are the

questions I
have listed, not their answers.

An application letter bas an immediate purpose

within the general context 'of getting a job for its

writer--the application letter gets the recipient to

read the resume. It's like the first few moments of an

interview, ermitting the interviewer to size up the

applicant to see if it's worth spending the time to

talk at length. So the letter-writer must ask: "How

do I make myself sound valuable?" Answer: tell the

reader immediately what you can bring to the organiza-

tion, usually your skills and experience. Don't tell

the reader what he can do for you--a job opening isn't

an opportunity for charity. Write without error and
without affectation, just as you would dress correctly

for an interview, not in a cocktail dress. Because you

want your resume to be read out of the pile on the
employer's desk, give him some reason to remember you.
In this example, my student did everything wrong, espe-

cially the last. This young man had been the business

manager for a theatre for the previous two years, a

fact entirely missing from his letler.

Further, the letter's tone is ludicrous. The

writer thought that when writing, you should sound

unnatural, as if you were wearing something like a

9"-
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stiff shirt, so formal it hurts. He remembered unfor-

tunately some things a "wonderfdl ^English teacher"

(to use Jim Quinn's phrase 41980, p. 187 ) must have

taught him: the supposed difference between "Shall"
and 6will," and formal diction like "perusal" and

"endeavor." In this, my poor student was under the
sane misapprehension as the writer in the office of the
U.S. Capitol architect, that when writing you've got to
follow rules you don't apply when speaking normally.

Rules and their misapplication are at the root of

much poor practical writing. The search for them

reminds me of the drunk looking for his keys under the
lamp where the light is. I can predict two questions

when I first meet a class of professionals in an orga-
nization that has hired me to improve their writing:
"Can I get writing done more quickly?" and "Can you
give us some rules to follow?" Although the short

answer is "no" in each case, I've learned not to give
it immediately, but instead to show that the questions

are related and betray a misunderstanding of writ.ing.
They reveal a desire to relegate it to the periphery of

attention.

My long answer is a paradox: If instead of trying

to skate over writing, you face it, learn about it and

about the secondary benefits of writing, you may or may

not find your own writing task completed sooner, but
you will find it more rewarding. You'll be looking

where the keys are to be found. In most cases, the

overall length of the writing process, from rough notes
to final production, will be shorter. The extra time

invested by the original writer will obviate repeated
returns for clarification and excessive editorial time.
The organization economizes if writers take their task

seriously.

Benefits for the writers themselves include man-

agement approval, faster publication, and the secondary

gain I mentioned. Writing assists cognition--in fact,
writing and learning are almost equal. Researchers and

report writers either don't know this or repress the
fact. They believe in the package-delivery theory of
writing, that writing renders on paper an alreldy com-

pletely worked out idea. Thus they run head on into
23
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frustration because writing shapes the reality; it

doesn't reproduce it. This is true even of a one-

paragraph memo, where, for example, groping for words
reveals that a request for a new furniturei arrangement
is really at attack on someone else's space. People

who want to apply a template to writing andiget it over
will always write badly because they worrt let the

writing work for them. They attempt what Peter Elbow
(1981) calls The Dangerous Method--getting it right the
first time. Instead, they must be persuaded to write a
rough draft (or rough notes if they can't imagine hav-

ing enough time lo write something twice completely)
and then Use it to reshape their concepts. This cannot

usually be done in the head--the writer must become a

reader and identify with the eventual recipient of his
piece. Only then will he see something of the impli-

cations, the possible difficulties, the ambiguities of

what he has written. And what he finally writes will
ansder the anticipated objections and so gain in effec-

tiveness.

WRITING LIKE THE BOSS

Now let's turn to the issue of protective color-

ng. If the boss writes like a computer with constipa-

tion, should you? Instinctively (for we are political

arlimals) it seems like a good strategy. There is even

research to prove it. J. Scott Armstrong (1980) of

the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania
found that management scientistt actually gained pres-
tige through unintelligible writing. "A study of 10
management journals found that those more difficult to

read were rated higher in prestige by a sample of 20

faculty members . . . those passages that were rated
esy in readability were judged to be less competent in

terms of the research" (p. 85). Armstrong concludes

that the editors of research journals must take the

responsibility for reform.

As you will have understood by now, my theory of
practical writing is based on audience-oriented util-

itarianism. I have claimed that the eXamples I cited

were not useful, even though they conformed to accepted

conventions. They sounded like business writing. My

position seems contradictory and I'm surprised that
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audiences and readers don't call me on it immediately.

I am saying that practical writing must meet the needs
of its intended readers, but it shouldn't follow tradi-
tional models that apparently have always been used to
meet those needs. My position can be demonstrated
empirically--I think you agreed that my examples didn't
do the job in their original form--but it will take a

sophisticated and lengthy argument to support it theo-
retically. Bear with me, however, bec.ause on this

argument depends our claim for academic intervention.

Practical writing until very recently has been an
unexamined product. I mentioned early in this paper
its conspicuous absence from English classes. Tra-

dition fills the vacuum. I'm going to take as an exam-
ple the organization of reports and particularly the
order of sections frozen into place by the sciences--
physical, natural, and social--that have adopted the
traditional format. The example has been chosen

because it becomes a paradigm for my thesis: tradi-

tional, unquestioned writing styles do not serve their
audience's needs because they do not anticipate how
people read. Writers who produce reports (or memos)
exactly like those of their organizational mentors make
themselves inconspicuous at the cost of writing effec-
tively.

This is the traditional scheme for a report,

enshrined in the American Psychological Association's
Publication Manual and for that reason often called APA
style:

1. Introduction

2. Method

3. Results

4. Discussion

What such an order does is to rehearse for the reader

the writer's own progress through his task. It uses
the temporal order as a kind of objective correlative,
and so is easier to write. (Although, to judge from
the procrastination of researchers faced with reporting
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results, you wouldn't think so.) The model is perva-

sive. Everyone who has a report to write or recommen-
dations to make labors through the presentation of the
problem, what they did about it, what results their
investigations revealed, and finallywhat the audience
really needs--the conclusions. You open a report eager

to find out what the researcher recommends, and your
energy drains away as you find that the first section
is headed "Background." There may even be a literature

review as well. And if you are a decisionmaker rather
than a fellow researcher, your interest in the details

of the method (subdivided according to the APA style
into-"subjects," "apparatus," and "procedure") will be

severely limited. Please note that I am not denigrat-

ing the inclusion or importance of these sections, but
criticizing their order.

This traditional format is adopted not only in

reports throughout the scientific and management com-

munities but whenever anyone hears the word "report."

It's like a Pavlovian reflex--ask someone to write a

report and their glands begin to secrete first the

introduction, with background, then' the method, and on

and on. Figure 3 is an example from an investigatorts
report, written for a district attorney. I'm quoting

it unexpurgated from the beginning, although it contin-

ues for another two paragraphs.

This report clearly follows the scheme I've been
pillorying, although without the formal headings. We

are given the background in the introduction: The

writer sets the scene for us, including the motivation

for his presence. He then gives us his investigative

method in exhaustive detail. Note that even when he
finally gets us into the bathroom, he doesn't jump to

the exciting newshe methodically notes the fire

damage to the plastic fittings and the closed shower

doors. The reader is in no way prepared for the shock

that awaits us behind those doors. And that surely is

the main point of the report. Fires are routine but

mercifully not all of them result in the discovery of

bodies in the bath. The discovery corresponds to the

results and conclusions--it's what the reader really

needs and wants to know.

26
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I responded to the address in question at the request of XYZ Fire
Department, arriving shortly after 3.3^, a.m. Upon arrival, the fire had

been "knocked down" and smoke ejectors were in operation. Battalion Chief
Smith was on the scene, as was Investigator H. of the XYZ Fire Department.
The scene Is a ground-fioo- apartment In a two-story multiunit apartment

complex.

Entering the apartmant, I was directed to the dining area where

Investigator H. pointed out several items to me, including a purse with
its contents emptied onto the adjacent couch. We then proceeded to the

two bedrooms of the apartment where I was told the fires had originated.

In the northeast bedroom evidence indicated the fire had originated in
the closet with heat damage to the upper walls and across to the bed.
The window was closed during the fire, but had been broken open from the
outside and there was evidence that a dry chemical extinguisher had been
directed in through the opening.

The northwest bedrooms showed evidence oi two separate fires. The

first was a small fire near the foot of the bed on the right side. This

fire consisted of clothing and damage to the bed frame. A much larger

fire occurred in the walk-in closet adjacent to the bedroom. There was

no evidence to show that these fires were connected In any way to one
another and Investigator H. stated he was of the opinion that the fires

were deliberately set. I concur In his findings and believe the fire to

have been deliberately set.

After photographing the scenes, investigator H. and I began the

fire cause investigation In the northeast bedroom. As Investigator H.

was concluding the search at that point of origin, I began a search of

other areas for evidence of prior activity within the apartment. Going

Into the bathroom I observed that the plastic items within the room had

suffered heat damage. This Included the upper portions of the tub

enclosure doors which were In a closed position. I slid the door open

from the right-hand side, moving to the left of the tub enclosure, and

in doing so found the body of a young adult female. Both legs of the

woman were raised, with the knees drawn back towards her chest, so as to

result in the lower portion of her torso being at the end of the tub and

directly under the spout. Her right arm was stretched out straight

along her side and resting on the bottom of tho tu6. Her left arm was

bent and over her head. Her head was back with the face up. Her eyes

were closed, mouth open. The body was nude with only a blue scarf

around her neck. The tub was partially filled with water which came to
within approximately two inches of her mouth. There was no water visible

In her open mouth.

At this point, I advised Chief Smith that there was a body in the tub

and then advised Officer T. who was on the scene to take the arson report.
Officer T. then confirmed the presence of the body and requested homicide
detectives and a Watch Commander from the XYZ Police Department. I then

requested that ail other personnel leave the premises.

Figure 3: Report illustrating traditional format.
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The investigator who wrote this with so much con-
trol would not report it orally thus. He probably told
his colleagues and superiors that he found a body in
the bath when he went to investigate a fire. That

statement (with suitable elaborations, of course)

should appear in the first paragraph of the report--
probably as the first sentence. For that is the natu-

ral order of communication: we need to understand the

main point before the details make any sense. In other

words, we process information top-down. This assertion

has been demonstrated by numerous psychological experi-
ments (Charrow, 1980; Meyer, 1975; Thorndyke, 1977),

perhaps most dramatically by Bransford and Johnson

(1973), who found that experimental subjects could not
understand or remember this passage, which has no ori-
enting statement:

The procedure is actually quite simple. First

you arrange things into different groups de-
pending on their makeup. Of course, one pile
may be sufficient, depending on how much there

is to do. If you have to go somewhere else
due to,lack of facilities, that is the next

step: citherwise, you are pretty well set. It

is important not to overdo any particular en-

deavor. That is, it is better to do too few
things at once than too many . .

Readers must be told first that the passage describes
doing laundry, for without that information they cannot
make sense of it.

Instead of the traditional order, good practical

writers substitute this one:

1. Introduction of problem, results and conclu-

sions; map guiding reader to the organization
of the report.

2. Detailed discussion of reports and conclusions;
including such descriptions of method as perr

tain to their understanding.
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iii.

i

t This order not only delivers the essential infor-

mation top-down, it also accommodates the probleth of

mulfriple audience. It begins with what all readers

want to know, and then guides select groups of readers
to their particular interests. Everything is there as

ft

be ore--in no way am I suggesting omission of important

de ails--but in an order that maximizes utility. The

order is both natural and rhetorical. It reflects the

w y our minds sift out what's important for retention
a d it acknowledges that writing is not ploddingly ref-

eential. The reader does not need to follow the

w1 riter through each step taken to arrive at the con-
lusion--writing is a symbolic shortcut to the essence.

7
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background (perhaps in

Another way to appreciate the difference between
lie traditional and the new order is to use Linda

F.lower's (1981) distinct4on between writer-based and
reader-based prose, expounded in her excellent guide

ifor the practical writer, Problem Solving Strategies
for Writing, chapters nine and ten. The traditional

Iorder is based on the writer's needs--Flower calls it
an "egocentric focus"--which manifests itself ,in the

narrative organization we have examined. Reader-based

Iprose has a structure that guides the reader to the

major points; is organized hierarchically, with the

principal ideas or facts mentioned first in all rhe-

torical units from paper to paragraph; and focuses on

the topic, using rhetorical development, not the

writer's own experience, as the organizing principle.

Now pmeone is bound to object that I have

unfairly slandered the APA style because in fact it

mandates an abstract at the beginning of the paper.

Abstracts or summaries act as a sort of apology for the
dimly perceived inoperative organization of the report.
But they aren't really a reader-based ,olution, because

they are merely tacked on. (Some eventappear at the

end of the report.) Abstracts in most of the journals
that adopt the APA style are frequently separated from
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1

the main body of the article by'a different typograph-
ical style, thus signaling that they aren't really to
be read as part of the article. The existence of the
abstract makes easier the natural reading order--an
experienced reader of journal articles reads the

abstract, decides whether the article is of interest,

and if it is, immediately reads the results and con-
clusions sections. Only if they raise methodological
questions will the methOds section be read. In fact,

it's a fair guess that readers who read articles in

their printed order are :,robably the authors.

A couple of minorobjections must be cleared up
before we move on. Thelorder I'm suggesting will seem
suspiciously familiar, to experienced composition
teachers. Isn't it the old thesis and development
pattern? Of course. :But note that I omitted "con-
clusions" from the pa4ern. It is the same old pat-
tern, provided that the thesis and the conclusion are
understood to be identical. Students have unfortu-
nately sometimes been taught that the thesis is a

provocative statement ,to get you going and that the

conclusion is what you really think. Or the thesis is

a question to which the conclusion is the answer. Or

the thesis is a statement that I am going to compare
and contrast certain 'features, without any conclusion
other than that I've done it. But understood as an

assertion that is to be argued, the the,sis acts as the
governing statement Oat guides the selection and order
of all the arguments,.examples, and facts brought in to
support it. If students properly understand the func-
tion of a thesis in English 1, they will have less

trouble when presented with sophisticated practical

writing tasks.

"If I put my conclusion up front as you want me
to, what do I put in the conclusion?" researchers ask
plaintively, afraid thty've lost their training wheels.
I am tempted to answer as the King told the White Rab-
bit: "Begin at the beginning," the King said gravely,
"and go on till yod come to the end: then stop." But

a sense of ending is necessary--we react with dissatis-
faction to a rhetorical unit that simply stops, unless
it is clearly followed by another unit. Since the con-

clusion has now b come the thesis and has its rightful
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place at the beginning, the c ncluding material can

consiit of implications, propos d research, suggested

action, tentative interpretation of events (this might

be appropriate for the investigitor's report about the
body in the bath), or conce tualizing the events,

rather like a receding panor ma shot concluding a

movie. In the case of conclusions, as with the rhe-
torical order in general, poss bilities are opened up

yather than limited.

On the sentence level, psy holinguists have estab-

lished that the normal EngIisi sentence pattern pro-
ceeds from known to unknown, r, in technical terms,

from theme to rheme (Hallid y, 1968). The reader

expects the first part of a se tence to refer backwards
and the final part to provide inew information. There-

fore, the final position in Ole sentence has built-in

emphasis': If you expect Iew ihformation, you are alert

for it. The evidence on slome other sentence-level

choices is more ambiguous. It does not seem clear that
I)the passive voice verb is re difficult to process

than the active voice. So far the evidence relates
back to sentence emphasis--it depends what you want to

focus on (Charrow, 1980). Foil example, you may wish to

place a noun in the final position and can do so only

by making the verb passive.

As with large-scale o ganization, writers must

decide the major idea they ant to stress, and manipu-

late sentences accordingly.i They will receive help

with the technical aspects of sentence design from

three short tooks: Revising, Prose by Richard A. Lanham

(1979); Style: Ten Lessoni in Clarity and Grace, by

Joseph M. Williams (1981),; for practical writing in

general; and Plain English; for Lawyers by Richard C.
Wydick (1979), with an obv'ously more restricted appi-
cation.

EDUCATION FOR PRACTICAL WRIITING

Let me now pull my a6ument together. If practi-

cal writing is to meet ilts readers' needs, it must
follow guidelines based oni research to match writing to

reading. Success gained through writing like the boss

or following traditional nOdeIs is gained in spite of,
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not because of, its strategies. But in view of re-

search like Armstrong's (1980), how can sensible prac-
tical writing--which delivers its message immediately
in short crisp concrete sentences and wastes no one's
time-/replace the incumbent style? This is a question
of sociology rather than of psycholinguistics or rhet-
oric.

The broad answer is education, but in several
phases and disguises. You can't just barge into cor-
porate headquarters and tell them all that they can't
write. Mostiy you have to wait for them to come to
you, usually for economic reasons, as I mentioned ear-
lier. When they do, be sure that management personnel
are included in the instruction, whatever form it

takes. This tactic avoids the situation where subor-
dinate personnel learn eagerly how to tighten,
brighten, and shorten their writing, only to find it

lengthened, deadened, and stultified as management
reintroduces in editing all the traditional ballast.

Once you've got management working with you over a
piece of prose, it's surprisingly easy to persuade them
that shorter and tighter is better. (Armstrong.didn't
present his revised research articles personally, but
asked for opinions on a questionnaire. This is excel-
lent research procedure, of course, but changing ideas
about writing--another purpose, obviously--requires
personal intervention.) They write as they do because
they simply don't know there is any other way to do it.
Larry Frase (1981) demonstrated that readers of techni-
cal writing were perfectly happy with writing that

strained their patience and their eyes until they were
Sbown more accessible versions. Comparison is a

remarkably effective weapon in the war against obscu-
rity, especially when sharpened by time- and money-
saving considerations.

But of course the war is being conducted only on
one front--hardly a front, more like isolated pockets
of a guerrilla war--if education about writing takes
place only on the job. Clearly it belongs as part of
everyone's preservice education. Training in practical

writing should be provided at every level, from elemen-

tary school students learning to write letters, to
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graduate students writing doctoral dissertations. It

need not take the same form--sometimes instruction can
accompany another course, as an adjunct, sometimes be

confined to a writing class where situations are mod-

eled. There is no need for such practical writing in-
struction to displace the present literature-oriented

English class. It should supplement it. Of course,

all forms of education presently suffer from poor tax-

payer support, so that calling for more writing in-

struction may seem like whistling to the empty air, but

to ignore the need is short-sighted in view of the

exploding information sector of the world economy.

If all students receive instruction in practical

writing, in understanding how readers react to writing

and what they need to comprehend easily, then clearly
time will take care of the follow-the-leader sYndrome,

as those trained in practical writing replace retiring

superiors. Efficient instruction in practical writing

will eventually permeate organizational structures if

we take our educational responsibility seriously. I

have put that word in the emphatic position, because it

implies the need for writing instructors to do some

homework, to read outside the field, to accommodate

themselves to research results conveyed in unfamiliar

terms. Instruction must continually modify itself as

research discovers more about psycho- and socio-lin-

guistic processes. It will do no good if practical

writing teachers cOnfine themselves to correcting

errors and repeat ehe shibboleths that get English

teachers a bad name. Good writing of any kind is not
judged by the absence of error but by the presence of a

considered rhetorical strategy responding to a reader's

expectations and serving the writer's purposes. Good

writing instruction cannot come from assigning chapters

in a textbook but from modeling response as I have dem-

onstrated. It requires sentence-by-sentence analysis
of a piece in rough-draft form, assessing the effect of

organization, word-choice, word placement on the over-

all purpose. Communication takes place between people,

whether the medium is rag paper and quill pen or a

word-processing program on a computer. Instruction in

writing similarly depends on interpersonal response,

preferably among a group of readers reacting honestly

and considerately.
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All writing alms at control. We want to control
the language, the toplc, and the reader. Control is

partly due to increased knowledge. The creative brain-
storming involved in writing will increase knowledge of
the topic. Instruction will help with audience analy-
sis and technical information about grammar, syntax,
vocabulary. But something more is required for con-
trol--respect for wrlting itself. If we are successful
in educating practical writers, they will not despise
writing or try to skip over it,in a hurry. They will
understand it as the most distinctly human activity and
embrace a chance to assume its power and its glory.
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/ RESEARCH ON PRACTICAL
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Interest in job-related writing has developed from

both practical and theoretical concerns. Some re-

searchers are motivated by concerns for deveroping

curriculum; others want to understand how the functions
and social contexts of writing influence writing pro-

cesses. Most studies have described the kinds, fre-

quency, and importance of writing tasks for specific

jobs. Recently, some researchers have looked beyond
the surface aspects of job-related writing to examine
the processes, functions, and social contexts involved
in writing on the job.

This review summarizes the findings of descriptive

studies of writing in work-related settings in the

United States and Canada. Directions for future re-

search are also discussed.

All of the jobs studied involve some writing, but
the writing tasks vary by job and specific location.

Most of the writing of non-professional and non-

managerial workers involves filling in forms, occurs

daily, and is closely tied to the content of spqcific

jobs. Among these workers, writing thqt is not on

forms is usually in an abbreviated and telegraphic

style. By contrast, workers in professional or mana-
gerial jobs write various types of connected text, and
they vary the style and content of their prose in re-
sponse to the audience and the purpose of the document.
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In addition td performing job-related writing,
many workers also write to get a job or to participate
in training, and most write in order to fulfill govern-
ment regulations or to gain access to benefits adminis-
tered through their places of employment.

01.11

WRITING THAT IS PART OF SPECIFIC JOBS

Most researchers have described writing done for
specific jobs as part of more comprehensive studies of
literacy on the job. Some report results from a cress-
section of jobs; others examine specific blue-collar or
white-collar jobs.

Mikulecky and Diehl (1980) interviewed 107 adults
from a widp range of occupations (including fast-food
c, s, machine operators, and corporate vice-presi-
dents) in the Bloomington, Indiana, area. They report
that most (65%) of the writing tasks are done daily and
that filling out prepared forms is the most frequently
cited writing task (42%). Writing letters or memos is
the next most frequent task (23%), followed by writing
a report or article (11%), and noting work accomplished
(7%). The remaining tasks include writing on blue-
prints, writing dimensions on masonry, keypunching, and
marking products.

In another study of a cross-section of jobs,

Hoagland (1982) investigated the jcb-related writing of
19 community college students in the iuburbs of
Washington, D.C. These students included professional,
technical, managerial, clerical, and service employees,
as well as skilled and unskilled blue-collar workers.
Her findings are consistent with'those of Mikulecky and
Diehl (1980). Filling out forms was the most frequent-
ly cited task (47%), followed by making lists (21%),
writing letters, memos, instructions, or notes (15%),
and taking messages (15%). Over half (63%) said that
they write less than five hours a week, and almost all
(90%) said that they write primarily for an internal
audience. Communication and Accurate recording of
information are the primary functions of their job-
related writing.
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Blue-collar Jobs

As part of the Industrial Literacy Project, Jacob
(1982) observed and interviewed workers in a milk-
producing plant in Baltimore, Maryland. A wide range
of blue-collar occupations were examined, including
truck drivers, skilled craft workers, pasteurizers,
truck loaders, machine operators, and unskilled work-

_

Two-thirds of the blue-collar workers' uses of
written documents occur daily, and one-fifth occur at
least once a week. Most (73%) of the documents they
use are forms, and most (57%) of their uses of these
documents involve writing.

Several studies present information on the writing
tasks of specific blue-collar jobs. Mechanics and
craft workers were studied by several researchers. Moe
and his colleagues (1979a, 1980a, 1980c, 1980d, 1980f)

interyiewed supervisors about the tasks of one worker
at each of three sites. They found that the most typi-
cal writing task for mechanics (including heating, air
conditioning, maintenance, and auto mechanics), elec-
tricians and welders, involves writing short notes to
describe work accomplished. Mese notes are written in
an informal and telegraphic style in which unnecessary
words are eliminated and complete sentences are not
required. Mechanics and electricians may also write a
few words to accompany their sketches or diagrams.
Jacob (1982) reports similar findings for truck and
plant maintenance mechanics. In the milk-producing
plant she studied, boiler qngineers and maintenance
mechanics fill out forms tolrecord information while
monitoring equipment in the, plant as well as write
notes describing work accomplished.

Jacob also reports findings for various kinds of
truck drivers. Truck drivers who have responsibility
for delivery routes write more than those without
regular delivery routes. Route drivers write on

approximately twenty different kinds of documents.
Over half (68%) of their writing tasks occur daily, and
almost all are on forms. Drivers without regular

routes write on 2-13 different kinds of documents. As

with the other drivers, most of their writing tasks are
daily, and most are on forms.
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Data on the writing tasks of machine operators
comes from several studies. Hall and Carlton (1977)
interviewed employers and new employees in various

segments of the economy in order to describe the basic
skills requirements of jobs that could be filled by

high school students in a medium-sized urban community

in Canada. They report that production jobs in textile

manufacturing rarely require any writing. As one young

employee said, "You don't have to write much . . . just

mark down the lot number, and how many dozen there is,

and fill out your time card" (p. 189). As part of a

state-wide survey in Wisconsin, Farning, Boyce, and

Mahnke (1975) found that machine operators fill out

forms about twelve times a week and take notes about
nine times a week; other writing skills are used infre-
quently.

Jacob (1982) found variability in the writing

tasks associated with production jobs in a milk-

producing plant For example, pasteurizers and by-
products workers write on eleven different kinds of
documents, while filling-machine operators write on

only two different kinds of documents. For all produc-

tion workers, however, most of the documents they write
on are forms, and most interactions are daily. As part

of a pilot study conducted in a semiconductor plant in

Connecticut, Jacob (1978) observed and interviewed

production workers. These workers fill out four forms

as part of their daily tasks.

Data on semi-skilled and unskilled workers are
presented by Hall and Carlton (1977) and Jacob (1982).
According to Hall and Carlton, employers state that few
writing skills are needed by these workers. Their view

was echoed by employees, as the following statement

shows: "You don't have to write. You fill out a card

for the hours worked, and fill out a card for the

number of plates you welded. There's an automatic

counter" (p. 195). Jacob reports similar findings.
Plant cleanup workers fill out two forms daily; garage
workers who operate the gas pump, change and fix tires,

or lubricate trucks write on less than four kinds of

documents. Must of these documents are used daily and

most are forms.
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White-collar Jobs

The Jacob (1982) study also describes the writing
activities of white-collar workers at a milk-producing

plant. These workers include managers and supervisors,

techniciarm, office and clerical workers, cashiers,

keypunch operators, store clerks, and sales representa-

tives. Slightly over,half of the white-collar workers'

uses of written documents are daily, and approximately

834 of these daily interactions are with forms. Forms

also account for 60-75% of the documents they use

weekly or less than weekly. Approximately 60% of their

daily.interactions with documents involve writing, as

do 454 of their weekly interactions, and 34% of their

less frequent interactions. ,Very few letters are

written at this plant; most of the writing of white-

collar workers involves filling out forms or transfer-
ring and compiling information from one or more forms

to another.

The writing tasks of office and clerical workers

were examined in several studies. Hall and Carlton

(1977) found that both employers and employees report
that general office workers "need the basic clerical

skills of clear and legible writing, and competence in

grammar and spellin9" (p. 186). A survey of the writ-

ing needs of office workers in Wisconsin (Farning et

al. 1975) feund that completing forms is their most

important writing task--a task undertaken about four-

teen times a day. Taking notes, proofing, and editing

are each done one or two times daily. Reports and

business letters are each written once a day or less.

The clerk-typist that Hoagland (1982) studied spent

25-30 hours d week completing forms as well as editing

and typing memos, letters, and reports. Her work

included revising her supervisor's writing and correct-

ing grammatical errors. Hoagland comments that this

worker was "functioning not only as a typist, but as a

writer in the collaborative writing process that often

occurs in government agencies" (p. 82).

Crandall (1981) presents.a detailed picture of the

writing tasks of a group of clerical workers in a

government agency. She reports that reading and
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writing activities constitute the major portion of

their work day. The writing tasks these workers per-
form include the following: transferring information
from forms and texts to other forms; entering new
information, altering, or deleting data on forms;

transferring numbers and names from forms to IBM cards
and to other forms;.,,typing texts from handwritten
drafts; writing notes to examiners about the status of
items in a case; keeping records of productivity for
oneself; preparing cards of productivity for a group of
examiners; keeping lists of difficult words to spell;
and keeprng notes and manuals about various procedures.

She points out that, despite the fact that these
clerical workers do not have any legal,or scientific
education, they deal with documents written by and for
lawyers, scientists,,and engineers. She examined how
the clerks functioned,,in such an environment and

reports that they "demonst(.ated a remarkable series of
strategies for reducing literacy demands in their work
and for maximizing their knowledge, ,including strate7
gies for avoiding unnecessary reading and writing,

searching for information.by exploiting the redundancy
in both format.and topic within the texts and across
texts in a file, substituting oral information for

written, and effectively using manuals, especially
those they developed for themselves" (abstract).

Secretaries write more than general office

workers. The Wisconsin survey (Farnkig et al. 1975)

found that secretariei engage in many types of writing
a Avities. They complete forms, write business

letters, and proof or edit written communication about
six o'.even times a day. They also take notes and
write gerieral reports about once a day. Moe and his
colleagues (1,980e) report that secretaries transcribe
materials written by others in formal or technical
style. Spelling'and grammar are important for them so
they can "catch" mitakes made by the authors.

Hall and Carlton t1977) examined the work of

clerks and tellers in financial institutions. They
report that these workers have Ottle need for writing
skills beyond those involved in writing numerals, This

view was supported by a recently hired, teller who said
42
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that "as for writing, that's mostly forms and transfer-

ring figures. Other writing is about two percent of

the time" (p. 180).

Hall and Carlton also found that sales workers

need minimal writing skills. Employers report that

writing is a very small part of the job for these

workers. Employers complaints have more to do with

the legibility of handwriting than with more complex
skills such as spelling and sentence construction.

Draftsmen were studied by Moe and his colleagues

(1980b). These workers write memos and formal labels

for their drawings. Complete sentences are not needed,

and a telegraphic style is acceptable.

Several studies examined the job-related writing

of workers in health occupations. The Wisconsin survey

(Farning et al., 1975) revealed that health workers
take notes, and proof or edit documents once or twice a

day. In another study (Moe et al., 1979b), supervisors
reported that practical nurses need to write on charts

and files. The supervisors also indicated that, while
Orammatical completeness was not demanded in thks writ-

ing, accuracy was important. Anderson (1982) conducted

a case study of a practical nurse in his composition

class. He found that the nurse's writing consisted
mainly of writing patient-progress notes in an abbrevi-

ated format, and recording Observations, assessments,
and plans for action. This type of writing required

accuracy and the proper use of medical terms.

Odell and Goswami (1981) examined the writing of

administrators and caseworkers in a social service

agency. The researchers were primarily interested in

variations in the style and content of the writer's

products, and in the reasons for these variations.

They found that, in their writing, these workers are

sensitive to rhetorical context, and 'they vary style,
and content according to their awareness of the purpose

and audience of their writing. Administrators write

primarily letters and memos. For these workers, the

status of the audience and their personal relationship

with the audience are the most feequent reasons for

modifications in style and content. Caseworkers write
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primarily client reports. Their modifications are more
likely to be based on the subject than on the audience.
For example, they are influenced by factors such as the
desire to provide an accurate, complete, non-redundant
account, and a desire to document a conclusion they
have drawn.

WRITING THAT IS NOT PART OF SPECIFIC JOBS

Descriptions of the writing workers use to do

specific jobs do not present a complete picture of job-
related writing. Many workers use writing to get a job
or,as part of training for a Job; all workers must fill
out some government forms as a condition of employment
in the United States; and workers also need to write in
order to gain access to many of the benefits that are
administered through their places of employment. Data
on these aspects of job-related writing were collected
in a semiconductor plant and milk-producing plant as
part of the Industrial 12terocy Project (Jacob, 1978,

1982).

To apply for a job in the milk-producing plant,
workers must fill cut a four-page application form.
This involves writing words, sentences, and numbers.
Those applying for a driving job must have the appro-
priate driver's license; to get a driver's license,

they have to fill out forms and take a written test on
the relevant laws. Applicants for a delivery route
must also take a written math test. People applying
for jobs that involve receiving or testing milk or for
the job of boiler engineer must obtain the required
license before being hired. This involves passing a
written test on information related to the desired job.
Upon becoming an employee of either company, workers
must fill out forms for federal and state withholding
taxes. In the milk-producing plant, blue-collar work-
ers also fill out a union application form.

Workers at the milk-producing plant rarely

participate in any formal training at the plant before
beginning their jobs. Production workers at the semi-
conductor plant, however, do participate in a training
course lasting a day and a half before beginning work.
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A traiher takes the employees through a series of work-
books that deal with practical issues such as safety,
appropriate dress in work areas, cleaning procedures,
and filling out the required forms, as well as more
theoretical topics such as integrated circuits and the
chemical processes Involved in the tasks they will per-
form. After the trainer presents the material and

orally quizzes the employees, they are required to take
a written test at the end of each section. These tests
invohie identification, fill-in-the-blank, and

multiple-choice questions. The trainees Jacob (1978)
observed had difficulty with the written tests. They
complained that they had trouble spelling and that it

had been a long time since they had written anything.
Several commented that they 'ound the emphasis on

school-type instruction durin,d the training sessions
difficult. One said, that she could easily learn while
actually doing a job, but that learning through written
materials was difficult for her.

Writing, particularly filling out forms, is needed
to obtain various benefits in both plants. In order to
participate in medical and insurance plans, employees
must fill out forms,. If a claim is made, other forms
must be filled out. Forms must.also be filled out to
participate in 'the local credit union, 4nd employees
must fill out other forms to apply for a loan or to
withdraw money from their accounts.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Most studies of job-related writing have focused
on writing tasks associated with specific jobs. All

blue-collar jobs examined involve some writ:rig,

although the specific writing tasks encountered differ
in number, kind, and frequency. None of the jobs

described involve writing complete sentences and most
involve filling out some kinds of forms. Skilled craft
workers and truck drivers with delivery routes use

writing more than semi-skilled and unskilled workers.
Craft workers and truck drivers write notes in a tele
graphic style as well as fill out forms. Production
workers primarily record numbers on forms. Unskilled

workers may fill out one or two forms as part of their
jobs. 45
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Of the non-proiessional white-collar workers

discussed, secretaries seem to use the most complex
writing skills. They write letters, take notes, proof
and _edit written communication, and fill out forms.

Other office workers perform similar tasks except that
they rarely construct letters. Tellers and sales

workers have few writing tasks as part of their jobs
except recording numbers on forms.

The job-related writing of the professional and

managerial workers studied to date varies widely in

format. Some write primarily Short reports in which

complete sentences are not required, while others write

lengthy reporEs, and still others write lietters and

memos. These writers are sensitive to rhetorical con-
text, and vary the style and content of their writing
according to the purpose and audience of the document.

Job-related 'writing is not limited to that

involved in performing specific jobs. Many workers use
writing to get a job or as part of training for a job.
All workers must fill out government forms as a condi-
tion of employment in the United States. And workers
also need to write in order to gain access to many of

the benefits administered through their places of

employment.

Research has just begun in the area of job-related

writing. Future work needs to focus on the processes
involved, and on the functions and social contexts of
writing tasks. Job-related writing that is not part of

specific jobs also needs further examination. Filling

out forms is a significant part of most jOb-related
writing. More research needs to be done on the skills
and knowledge required to competently fill out various

kinds of forms. Work done in the Document Design
Project (Holland & Redish, 1981; Redish, 1981; Rose &

Cox, 1980) explores some of these issues.

Several of the researchers who have examined job-
related writing have drawn on their experience in

conducting this research to comment on methodology.
Jacob, Crandall and Scribner (1979) state that inter-
view data with supervisors and employees, and written
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job descriptions are pot sufficient for a complete

picture of job-related writing activities. These tend

to focus on the routine and recurrent aspects of the
job and often omit many "miscellaneous" tasks which so
often inyolve writing. "From our research, we see that

it is necessary to actually observe people interacting
with documents, to analyze what they have to do with

them and what purposes are being served" (p. 12).

Jacob et al. also state that observations are important
to understand the social conditions under which workers

use and produce written documents. Employees often use

a variety of sources and strategies for reducing the
literacy demands of their jobs (Crandall, 1981). An

understanding of these processes is important for a

full picture of writing on the job.

Jacob et al. (1979) also indicate that documents
cannot be analyzed in isolation from the various tasks
performed with them. They state that "the work setting
is characterized by enormous variability in the kind of
informational activities that may be conducted around a

single document--some employees may be reordering

information on a form, others using the same form to
answer a set of,specific questions and still others may
be organizing a filing system around it" (p. 12).

We are only beginning to understand job-related
writing. Future work that examines process, functions,
and social contexts can make important practical and

theoretical contributions.
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FUNCTIONAL WRITING IN
THE WORKPLACE

Lem Mike inky
Idi Usivenity4Il000lostos

Functional writing, aS, it is Performed by workers

on most jobs, bears little relationship to composition
is it is taught in most schools or to actual writing as

it is practiced by most students. This is not to say

that writing does not occur in the workplace. Research

observations from workers in hundreds of occupations
indicate that the average worker may be producing more
"writing" on the job than the average student does in

school. The most s'gnificant differences, however, are
in the types of writing performed on the job and the
.contexts in which that writing occurs.

This paper examines the context and parameters for

several sorts of writing observed on the job. Specific

attention is given to the types of writing that are
currently called for and to emerging and seemingly

conflicting trends related to functional writing in the
workplace. Finally, the paper examines research

results and effecave job-training program models to

suggest directions and implications for teachers and

trainers.

A CONTEXT FOR FUNCTIONAL WRITiNG IN THE WORKPLACE

Theoretical arguments have been made that literacy

is of one piece. This position maintains that writers
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tannot be separated from the audiences with whom they
communicate; that writirg, reading, listening and
speaking, are intertwined; and that artificially sepa-
rating one aspect of communication from others is

usually counter-productive. Although this position can
be argued against theoretically, it does provide an
extremely accurate description of functional writing in
the workPlace.

Communication on most jobs rarely makes use of a
single modality for an extended period of time. For
example, in a recent study of nurses and electronic
technicians (Mikulecky, in press), it was found that
workers changed modality regularly and often. Workers
were observed minute-by-minute for eight hours over a
three-day period. Once each minute a trained observer
recorded whether the worker had spent the minute speak-
ing, listening, reading, writing, or doing a task. If

the minute was divided among modalities, the classifi-
cation of multi-Modality was recorded. Workers aver-
aged less than 10 minutes a day of writing or reading
which extended for one uninterrupted minute or more.
They would read, write, perform operations, ask

questions, and listen to responses in an on-going
Cycle. Over 95% of nurses' work-time was multi-MOdal.
The electronic technicians averaged closer to 60%

multi-modal work-time, but only because a substantial
percentage of their time was classified as

uninterrupted "doing."

There are other indications of this mixture of
communication modalities in the workplace. In an

earlier study involving 150 workers and nearly 100

students (Mikulecky, 1982), this author observed that
workers asked qu;tions of each other twice as often as
students did in schools. Heath (1982) has observed
adults at home and on the job in two communities in the
Carolinas. She found that many reading and writing
tasks became group projects involving "joint oral

negotiation of meaning" (p. 30). Formal writing
"always had,to be renegotiated into an informal style,"
and group peocesses involving shared experiences and
decision-making were involved in processing and
produciny written information.
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One reason that so much mixed modality and social
interaction is involved with literacy on the job has to

do with the purposes for literacy use. Although there

is some variation among occupations, research results
indicate that between 60% and 90% of reading and

writing on the job is done to complete a task (Diehl &

Mikulecky, 1980; Mikulecky, 1982). Efficient

completion of the task driv'es the activity. Writers

and readers are usually concerned w:th completing the
task rather than perfectly producing or even completely

coaprehending a literacy product. There are, of

course, exceptions to this generality. A manager
writing a memo to the president may be quite concerned
about clarity, and an electronic technician is usually

aware that his or her notations must make sense to

other workers. Such emphasis on product is quite rare,

however.

A personal example directly related to this

conference may illustrate functional literacy on the

job. When Larry Gentry contacted me on the telephone
to present at this conference, I checked my calendar to

determine whether I had a scheduling conflict. There

was,no conflict, so we discussed who would be attending
this conference and which of my work would be worth
presenting. Larry agreed to summarize our discussion
in a letter and send me a contract. A few days later a

package of material arrived. I skimmed over general
Information about the conference, deciding that I would

read it more carefully later and noticed that I was

called upon to sign two versions of a three-page

contrac . Being a skeptical individual, I read the

contract carefully. It appeared that for a token pay-

ment, I was selling not only the time it took me to

write this paper, plus my travel time, but also copy-

right options to reproduce it, translate it, and so

forth. I was concerned. I was happy to do the paper

and take the time to present it. I probably would have

done it for free for the opportunity to meet with con-

ference participants. The copyright made me wary, how-

ever, since I intend to publish a collection of my

papers. A telephone call to SWRL led to a call to the

contracts office, which led to a letter clarifying the

uses that would be made of the paper.
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Having; taken care of that aspect of job-related
literacy, I noticed that I was also called upon to fill
out a federal Empl?yees' Withholding Allowance
Certificate for the token payment I was receiving. I

skimmed the form and began filling it out. I did quite
well with my name and addresfs. By the second page,
however, I was in difficulty. On page two, I was
called upon to use a fairly complex table to determine
how much poney should be withheld. The explanations
abo91 category classifications did not seem to clarify
matters much. I read them over several times carefully
and ended up with more questions. I called down the
hall to see if my colleagues had ever had to deal with
this particular forw. None had, but each had a form-
filling horror story to share. Finally, I grew angry
at naving to go through zo MtiCh complexity for what was
essentially a contributed effort. I noticed a line
under the Privacy Act section that said if I didn't
wish to reveal personal information, I would be treated
as a single person with no withholding allowance. I

presume this means my token payment will go to the
government and a part of it will trickle down to the
planners of this conference.

Besides being vindictive, this example serves
another purpose. The functional writing and reading
required for just this small portion of my job called
for all language modalities, several task-driven
literacy strategies, and the use of a social network to
aid my functional writing. The functional writing,
though involving less than several dozen words, was
intertwined with several other forms of communication
that explicated the activity. Filling forms, intir-
preting tables, skimming, reading carefully, calling
upon others for clarification, and eventually accepting
alternative pragmatic solutions characterize much
occupational writing and reading at several levels of
employment.

FUNCTIONAL WRITING DEMANDS ON THE,JOB

Much of the literacy research done in the work-
place has focused upon reading demands rather than upon
writing. What is known about writing on the job, to a
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large extent, must be drawn from data that is secondary
to the main thrust of these studies. Diehl (1980)

examined 100 workers from a variety of occupations
selected to represent the full range of occupations in
the U.S. government's Dictionary of Occu ational

Titles. Workers were asked to provide examples of

writing tasks they had recently performed on the j66.
The workers cited a total of 276 tasks. Of these,

42.4% involved filling out prepared forms. About one-

third of the occupational writing involved composing
communications in paragraph format (22.5% of tasks

involved writing letters or memos and 10.5% involved
writing reports or articles.) The remaining one-fourth

of writing tasks involved recording or noting work

completed (6.9%) and "other" (17.7%). This large

"other" category included composing blueprints, key-

punching, marking products, and doing a variety of

occupation-specific tasks. These writing tasks tended

to be highly repetitive. Over 65% of the tasks were

daily in nature, with another 10% occurring either
weekly or monthly.

Data on job writing was gathered but not reported

in Mikulecky (1982). A special analysis of the data
for this paper examined differences in reported writing
demands by occupation levels. The Diehl research

reveals that the vast majority of occupational writing
involves forms, jcb orders, letters, memos, and

reports. The Mikulecky study of 150 representatively

selected workers broke these tasks down by major

occupational categories (see Table I).

In all, 89% of workers reported that they

regularly produce written products of tfie types listed

in Table 1. These who did not generally come from the
non-professional levels and tended to fit into Diehl's

categories of product-marking and "other." There are,

as one would expect, large differences among groups

(Chi Square significant at 2. .0003). What is perhaps

most significant, however, is the fact that over half

the workers in every category did report some produc-

tion of letters, memos, or reports. This majority

participation remained true even when the 11% of

workers not included in Table 1 were added to the

calculations. These forms of correspondence were not
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TABLE I

OCCUPATIONAL WRITING TASKS BY OCCUPATION GROUPS

Profes-

sional 6
Technical

(n = 48)

Clerical
6 Sales

(n = 29)

Service

(n = 12)

Blue
Collar

(n = 43)

Forms t
orders only

8.3% 17.2% 33.3% 39.5%

Forms, orders,
4 correspon-
dence only

37.5% 24.1% 33.3% 37.2%

Forms, orders,

correspondence,
t.reports

54.2% 58.6% 33.3% 23.3%

TOTAL 100% loci% Ion

always in traditional letter format. Notes add

scrawled memos were included in the correspondence

category. Over half of the blue-collar workers from

the 43 jobs surveyed by Mikulecky (1982) and from two-

thirds to over nine-tenths of all other workers, how-

ever, did have to compose written information in some

form.

It should be noted, however, that place of work

greatly influences functional writing demands. Diehl's

(1980) results are based on observations in 26 work-

places and the Mikulecky (1982) data were drawn from 35

workplaces. Though these studies have attempted to be

representative, they are still far from a complete

representation of all types of workplaces. The work of

Evelyn Jacob (1982) highlights some of these workplace

differences. Jacob undertook an intensive ethnographic

study of literacy in a single workplacethe "Green
Spring Dairy." Results of this single-site study

agree, in part, with the Mikulecky data, but also high-

light the great differences among workplaces. In the

final research report to the Ford Foundation, Jacob
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notes that at the dairy, "approximately 85% of all

work-related movable documents are forms" (p. 60).

This is nearly double the average reported by Diehl
(1980). Jacob also reports that at the dairy, fewer

than 10% of functional writing tasks involved writing a

sentence or more. This diverges widely with the

average figures on notes, memos, and correspondence
reported by Mikulecky. There are some similarities
among the Diehl survey, the Mikulecky survey, and the
Jacob study on the topic of writing frequency. Like

Diehl and Mikulecky, . Jacob reports that the vast

majority of job-writing tasks occurred at least once a
week if not daily. In fact, Jacob reports that only
14% of blue-collar dairy workers' interactions with

written material occurred less than weekly.

The most likely conclusion to be drawn from these
differences among studies is that, although functional

writing demands may involve some dpmpcsition, it is

possible in some workplaces mainly t fill out forms.

The Jacob data indicate that it is \possible to hold
even a white-collar job at the "Green S ring Dairy" and
limit most of one's functional writin to filling out

forms.

Odell (1980) offers yet another \erspective on

functional writing in the workplace. Odell gathered a

number of writing samples from an insurance company.

,After analyzing this material, Odell cencluded that

business correspondence often purposefuyy violates

traditional writing conventions and even common-sense
dictates about clarity. Writing would be itentionally
informal or indirect or even confusing, dePending upon
the actions the writer wanted to elicit from the

reader. The context of having a specifiC audience,
previous experience with the audience, and aareness of
the task at hand dictated what the composTon would
finally look like. Most business writers served by

Odell were fairly adept at this sort 4 writing,
although their final products often violated the

dictates of traditional writing instructors.

WRITING OF STUDENTS IN SCHOOLS

Studies of the amount of writing, reading, or

listening that students do in school are confounded by
57
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the problem of time on task. Frederick, Walbergt and
Rasher (1979), for example, determined in a study of
high school classrooms that an average of 46.5% 9f
class time was lost during each class period. Loss of
class time occurs while teachers pass out materials,
while teachers attempt to get student attention, and
while students are distracted. On the average, nearly
half of student classroom time is lost. To this loss
must be added time lost through passing from one class
to another and time officially allocated to non-
academic pursuits.

Many studies do not consider this high percentage
of school time that is notion task. The tendency is to
credit students as having attended to a task for the
full time allocated to that task by the teacher. A
critical reader of studies that. do not observe actual
student time on task might be well advised to divide
reported times of student activity in half.

Applebee (1981) has done the most extensive recent
study of writing in American schools. Using data from
the observational portion of his study, Applebee
reports that

an average of 44 percent of the observed
lesson time involved writing activities, with
mechanical uses of writing (such as short-
answer and fill-in-the-blank tasks) occurring
24 percent of observed time, note-taking 17
percent, and writing of paragraph length or
longer occurring 3 percent of observed time.
Similarly, homework assignments involved
writing of at least paragraph length 3

percent of the time. (p. 93)

Although one cannqt determine how much time on task
occurred during the allocated percentages of time, it

does seem clear that most writing is produced to demon-
strate to teachers what has been learned or to gather
information for later personal use. Almost no writing
to communicate messages occurs. Indeed, almost no
composition of any sort occurs.
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Wolf and Greenwald (1980) video-taped 40 hours of

obstrvations in the classrooms of eight secondary

teachers in four rural and suburban school districts.
They then-coded their observations of various sorts of

reading, writing, listening, and doing activities.

Their detailed coding system Involves more than a dozen
categories, consolidated into Literacy (reading, writ-
ing, and notetaking), Listening (lectures, directions,
films, etc.), Doing (performing non-written tasks), and
Other (discipline, collecting trip money, etc.). The

number of minutes per day (based on five 50-minute

periods) for each activity is shown in Table 2.

These studies confirm that very little writing

occurs in secondary school. Most writing seems to be
copying, making notes, or answering short questions to

demonstrate that learning has occurred. Very little

writing to communicate or to accomplish a task occurs

during a typical ,chool day.

Implications of this research for teachers are

clouded by three factors. A good deal of change is

presently occuring in the workplace. Literacy demands

are being redefined both upwards and downwards at the

same time. In addition, there are indications from

several sources that transfer is minimal from general

literacy training to specific job literacy tasks.

LITERACY ON THE JOB IN FLUX

Educators face a real difficulty in making plans

to prepare students for workplace literacy demands.

They are aiming at a moving target. To complicate

factors, the movement is in several different direc-

tions rather than along a single trajectory.

Some examples should help to document the

confusion. The Wall Street Journal (Hymowitz, 1981)

reports that literacy demands jr1 the workplace are

increasing and that lack of literacy ability is a major

economic and safety problem. New York Mutual Life

reports 70% of correspondence must be redone, JLG

Industries claims literacy-related production mistakes

cost millions of dollars, and Westinghouse has fired
1
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TABLE 2

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY TIMES*

Activity Minutes Daily

LITERACY

Reading by itself (text,
paperback, or magazine)

Notetaking while reaiing
Writing by itself (essay,

24

16

dictation, lectGre notes) 5

Writing supported by reading
(essay exam, trahslation) 30

OTAL 75

LISTENI
#

-

Lecture 57

Teacher-given directions 9

Filmed lecture 39

TOTAL 105

DOING

Performance of non-written tasks 21,

OTHER

Discipline, collecting trip

money, and school-related tasks 34

Unspecified 15

TOTAL 49

*Based on Wolf and Greenwald (1980)
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workers for literacy-related safety concerns. General

Motors' director of personnel claims that the auto

industry's ratio of non-technical to technical jobs

will change from 5.6 to 1, in 1981 to 1 to 1 in less

than two decades.

Other indications of thil increase in literacy

demands abound. Major industries are creating pools of
word-processor operators. These operators receive

material from several departments. They must take

rough draft and produce perfect copy. This may involve
editing for subject/verb agreement errors and occasion-
ally making rewording changes. The equipment and high
skill of these operators enables them to do two to

three times as much work as traditional secretaries.
They are well paid for their skill. In a recent survey
of Fortune 500 corporations, personnel directors were
asked what happens to employees who have difficulty
with written communication. The major response was
that they aren't necessarily fired, but that they are
often sidetracked into dead-end jobs (Mikulecky 6

Cousin, 1982). There are strong indications that

literacy demands are rapidly increasing.

At the same time, another trend is apparent. It

is possible, with automation and very low salaries, for
some emplo,ers to cut costs by employing non-literates.
The West Germans, for example, employ non-literate
Pakistani immigrants for simple, short-term industrial
Jobs. When the narrowly defined job stops, so does the
Pakistani. Ordinarily, this is not very cost-

effective, but because the pay is so low, employers can
tolerate the lack of skills and training. A similar
trend seems to be emerging in the United States. Fast

food chains are placing pictures on cash register keys
and using computer-pricing. Mistakes can be cut while
employers continue to pay very low wages. Grocery
stores are beginning to use computer-pricing and check-
out to increase the efficiency of cash register

operators and presumably to reduce the number of

cashiers needed. Banks are replacing human tellers

with electronic tellers. If the move is accepted by
consumers, the number of moderately trained tellers can
be reduced. Fewer low-skill employees can load the

machines for minimal pay while highly skilled employees
61
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can maintain and repair them. Sears has introduced a

computerized diagnostic system for auto batteries and

electrical systems. The system c3n be operated by an
adolescent with a low literacy level for considerably

lower wages than an experienced mechanic would require.

According to Stich, (1981), the armed forces are

investing substantial resources in "cognitive

robotics." State-of-the-art computer advances are

being examined. A possible goal of this research could

easily be to devise effective step-by-step computer
instructions to less capable soldiers. Several indica-

tors suggest a trend of using expensive technology to
lower literacy requirements of some jobs. The trade-

off is lower pay and machines playing a larger role in
directing the activities of some persons.

THE PROBLEM OF TRANSFERABILITY

A second major difficulty faced by educators who
desire to improve student abilities in functional areas
is the problem of transferability. Much schooling is

set up (both consciously and unconsciously) on the

assumption that basic learnings and skills easily

transfer from one situation to others.

The assumption of transfer of skills is easy to

make in American schools. Teachers often assume that

the student who does one language activity well is also

competent at others. Students who write poorly on one
type of assignment usually write poorly on others. The

conclusion is drawn that abilities have transferred for
the good student and that is why he or she does most

things well. It is also assumed that the poor student

hasn't yet learned the basics so nothing has trans-

ferred. An alternative explanation and conclusion can

be drawn, however. Good students are absent less than

poor students and tend to learn several different

skills and abilities at about the same time. The

result is that good students perform well on most

tasks; average students who are absent more, perform

less well; and poor students who are absent a great

deal tend to perform poorly on many language tasks.
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This situation need not imply transfer of basic skill.
It can simply mean that students who attend class more
often tend to learn a wider variety of skills.

There is an emerging body of research to suggest
that this alternative explanation is indeed the case.
Work by Scribner and Cole (1978) suggests that "the
effects of literacy and perhaps of schooling as well
are restricted . . . ou generalized only to closely
related practices" (p. 457). Sticht (1980), in

commenting on research performed with the military,
underscores this point. In reporting the results of
programs integrating technical and literacy skill
training, Sticht observes, "Job reading gains were much
larger than general reading. This is important because
it indicates that people are learning what they are
being taught. Clearly the present results show that
reading is not altogether a generic skill assezsable by
any test of general reading" (p. 303). Though not all
this research deals purely with transfer of writing
abilities, it does raise serious concern over simply
assuming that a few basic wniting abilities will

consistently transfer to writing tasks in the

workplace.

A SUCCESSFUL BIAINESS LANGUAGE-TRAINING PROGRAM

Before directly addressing the implications of

this paper for teachers in schoolsv it will prove use-
ful to exfmine a successful business training program
that has 4 heavy language component--a traini program
for word4rocessor operators. Being a word-processor
operator involves a good deal more than being a tradi-
tional secretary who knows how to operate the new
machinery. Many word-processor operators work in

centrally located pools or groups. Supervisors receive
jobs from various departments, estimate the time needed
to edit, format, and produce letter-perfect copy, and
then assign the job to an operator. The operator must
be able to edit for spelling, subject/verb agreement,
and a number of other language flaws, and may occasion-
ally reword sentences. Letter-perfect copy must be
rapidly produced. All work is proofread and Mistakes
are returned for correction. Correction time is added

63..
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to total production, time. in order to retain these
high-paying jobs, an operator must perform at or above

specified standards. Pay exceeds $20,000 a year, and
word-processor operators may perform the work of Fwo or

more typical secretaries.

The Technical Assistance Training Corpóration

(TATC) has worked together with businesses and city

government in Chicago to develop a word-processing
training program (Mikulecky S Strange, 1982). Students

in the program were CETA-eligible adults, many of whom
were in the 18-25 year old group. An exit requirement

for trainees was demonstrating competence at least

equivalent to average word-processor employees in

companies who participated in planning the program.

Samples of reading and writing were gathered from the
workplace. These averaged from tenth-grade to college

level in difficulty. Screening measures were construc-
ted and tested on actual workers to determine average
ability levels. These instruments were used to screen

applicants to the training program. Acceptable

applicants were expected to meet industry standards in

approximately one-half year of training. The TATC

program set its goals high and assumed it could achieve

a gain of three grade levels in a half-year of

training. Applicants who could perform adequately with
insiness materials as low as the ninth-grade level of
difficulty were accepted for training. Classes of

30-35 trainees were accepted into the program. These

individuals were paid to attend training for 40 hours

per week. Time ea,11 day was divided among language
training, typing and word-processing training, work-

habits training, and individual study time. Three

full-time teachers (a reading specialist, a word-

processing specialist, and a business specialist)

worked with students throughout the day.

The amount of time a trainee spent in any given

area depended upon how much time he or she needed.

Some trainees needed more emphasis in language improve-

ment, and others more in machine skills. On the

average, 20* of the time was spent attending classroom
presentations and 80* working independently or in

student work groups to master information presented in

classes.
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Assignments were planned to integrate language and

machine skills. Much of the classwork simulated actual

job demands. Students would compose business communi-
cation that other students would edit and later produce
in final form on word processing equipment. A good
deal of the work involved using actual business commu-
nication that was hand-written in rough draft form with

editing notations. The job-simulation training,

integrating language and machine experience, ranged

from about 5% of assignments the first week to nearly
100% in the final weeks. Class assignments attempted
to replicate the time constraints present in business

performance. Although much of the work was done on an
individual basis, some work made use of teams, which
again replicated workplace conditions.

Trainee time on task ranged from i.,1% to 90% during

any given workday. This compares to public school

figures of 30% to SOL Instructors met on a weekly

basis to determine how each student's time might be
most wisely allocated. Individual conferences informed

students of their progress and weak areas. Feedback

was also provided by wall charts that showed the aver-
age class performance on a wide selection of language
and machine competencies. Wall charts showing individ-
ual performance (listed by student-number) also provid-
ed individual feedback of comparative performance.

The moss clear-cut differences between tills

program and public-school programs hae to do with

application and integration of training. Training in

language, work habits, and machine use was integrated
so students received focused practice to meet pre-set
standards. Public-school programs have a tendency to

offer little integration and feedback. In addition,

most school programs assume transfer of general

competencies to actual job application. The TATC

program assumed no such transfer and consistently used
job simulation as a major training device.

Results of the program are highly encouraging.
The time needed for trainees to reach job-level compe-
tence varied. The earliest trainees found employment
after 14 weeks of training. The average time needed
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for students to reach the pre-set standards was 20
weeks, with a few trainees taking nearly 28 weeks.

During the approximately 20 weeks of training time,

trainees improved in ability to read business material

by an average of a full grade level. Many trainees
Improved considerably more than this. Even more spec-

tacular gains were made in proufreading and editing

skills.

In 1981 and 1982, the economy entered a recession
that limited the ability of cooperating industries to
hire acceptably trained word-processing operators. A

third of.the cooperating companies stopped all hiring.
Several additional companies raised their hiring stan-
dards for accurate word processing speed from 55 words-
per-minute to 65 or 70 words-per-minute.

In the face of these economic difficulties,

slightly over cne-third of the trainees found word-

processing employment within a few weeks of program
completion. Other trainees used the training facili-
ties as a base for a "job-search club." The mutual

support and facilities provided by the club enabled
another 19% of successful trainees to find appropriate
employment each month. By October 1982, over 70% of
the trainees had been hired.

In summary, the word-processing program is an

excellent example of how trainers can integrate

language training with on-the-job training while

employing insights' tram current research.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

It is not realistic to expect classroom teachers
to prepare students completely for the literacy demands
they will face in every occupation. Occupational

demands change over time, new occupations Aevelop regu-
larly, and demands within a given occupation may differ

as one moves from workplace to workplace. In addition,

most ciassroom teachers art ill-prepared to teach stu-
dents about particular occupational deffianos, and the

degree to which sk.hools should tailor curriculum to the

current needs of industry is an arguable issue.
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To balance the picture, research results reported
above indicate that little writing or reading occur in

secondary school classrooms. The sorts of reading and

writing that do occur are narrowly focused and provide
little experience for students who face the functional
writing demands outside of school and particularly in
the workplace. Classroom teachers can do many things
to increase the amount of writing and reading students
do and to expand the students' experiences to include
some of the functional literacy processes found in the

workplace.

Classroom teachers should be aware that workplace
writing involves communicating with others and reacting
to various forms of print and graphic material. The

writer nearly always has a specific audience, context,
and purpose for writing in mind. An initial goal for

teachers, then, should be to model this sort of writing
and bring a wider variety of material into the class-

room. The material can be used to help create situa-
tions that require realistic written communication.

Workers daily encounter material from newspapers,

pamphlets, instructions, forms, announcements, manuals,
tables, graphs, charts, advertisements, and correspon-
dence. Teachers and students can create writing

assignments calling for the use of these materials to
accomplish specific tasks. Examples of such assign-

ments are listed below:

o Write a letter requesting information

about a product.

o Choose a piece you wish to visit. Gather

information on costs for travel, lodging,

food, etc. for the trip.

o interview three adults about the sorts of
reading and writing they must do on their

jobs. Write a letter to the teacher

(principal/superintendent/counselor) ex-

pkining what one must learn to perform

these jobs.
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Teachers can also do the following:

9 Take advantage of Junior Achievement, book
clubs, or student-run businesses. Set

things up so students must do the neces-
sary writing, record keeping, and reading
to operate the business.

o Have students plan to accomplish a goal or

personal dream. This may involve writing
letters and using catalogs, maps, adver-
tising, price lists, and reference books.
A final business-like report can outline
the resources needed and the steps that

will be required to make the dream come
true.

o Involve stuckrni: In school workplace

demands by having svident appointees write

and post instructions for class assign-
ments or having students do some classroom
record-keeping and form-filling.

The activities are similar in that reading and

writing are used as vehicles to accomplish a task.

Classroom teachers can provide training for functional
writing demands in the workplace by creating situations

where students legitimately need to use writing and

reading.

An initial goal to accomplish these purposes is

gathering materials for one's classroom. Students can

learn by sharing the work of finding and bringing

materials into the classroom. There are several ways

teachers can create opportunities for students. For

examp)e, teachers can do the following:

o Have students use telephone directories to
find business addresses,

o Assign student work groups to write and
edit letters to busir.cvles requesting

materials or permission to visit busi-

nesses. The teacher can review the final
version before mailing the letter,
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o Assign v44its to agencies and places of

business for the purpose of gathering
materials and interviewing personnel man-
agers about on-the-job literacy demands.

A good many lessons can be learned from successful
business training programs. Classroom teachers can

accomplish a great deal if they talk less and create
more opportunities for students to be actively involved
in doing writing. Time on task can be increased by
creating legitimate tasks and by establishing work
groups to accmplish those tasks. The same work groups
can be used for gathering information, skimming maga-
zine articles, and keeping records for more tradition-
ally academic classroom pursuits.
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WRITTEN LANGUAGE: AN
ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATION
SKILL FOR THE COMPETENT

ADULT-A CURRICULUM
MODEL

Gertrude S. Meyers
Nortkulers Nook Usivenity

Writing instruction is complex because the writing
act entails the amalgamation of a number of complex
skills. Spelling alone requires the simultaneous use
of auditory and visual discrimination, memory, sequen-
tialization, analysis and synthesis, and integration

processes and is, therefore, one of the most sophis-

ticated of the language skills (Johnson 6 Mykiebust,
1967). Hunt and Hadsell (1963), in a study of spelling
Instruction, found that the following four factors af-
fect the ability to spell English words: (1) ability

to spell words that are phonetic, (2) ability to spell

words that involve roots, prefixes, suffixes, and to

use the rules for combining these elements, (3) ability

to look at a word and to reproduce it later, and (4)

ability to spell the "demons." Pupils with the same

total score on a spelling test may have completely dif-

ferent problems. For writing, the individual must be

competent not only in spelling, but also in punctua-

tion, word order, grammar, and composition (Hammill,

1975).

In addition, 6ere are various levels of written

language deficiencies. For example, there k the uni-

versity graduate student who can't write a grammat-

ically correct sentence, the lawyer who can't spell,

and the professor who hasn't written since her disser-
tation and refuses to try. In addition, many of us
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have trouble knowing when to use to, too, or two, know-

ing when i should come before e, confusing there and
their, knowing when to use xhe comma and when not to,
confusing tenses or plurals, and so on. These are
?roblems that many writers share, but they are not at

the level of problems discussed in this paper. The

weight of the problem is different when an individual
cannot fill out an application, write a letter of com-
plaint, write a letter for a job interview, fill out an
order form, or write a shopping list.

THE PROBLEM

Under a grant from International Telephone and
Telegraph (ITT) to Northeastern Illinois University, we
have been developing a program co overcome written lan-
guage deficiencies so that students can enter Ihe cler-

ical job market. Our target population consists of

students in the Taylor Business Institute, a post-

secondary secretarial school operated by ITT Education-

al Services. All applicants are screened to determine
if they have the basic literacy skills needed to learn
the necessary vocational skills. Entrance into the

program requires applicants to obtain minimal scores on
tests of reading, spelling, and business English. Ap-

plicants are also required to write a letter in answer

to a help-wanted ad; this is done, not to screen out

applicants, but to obtain a sample of their common

writing errors. The following samples (originally

written by hand) are taken from a recent group of ap-

plicants:

Student A

To whom it may concern,

my name is R...R... and I am refering about an add

that I saw in todays Suntimes requiring that you
are in need of a very good worker with experience.

With the experience I do have I am in need of a
job and would like to offer my services as an

employee in your Company. I can be contacted at

this number.

7 6
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Student B

To personnel:
My name is S...H... I seen your advertisement in

suntimes newspaper. I would like to apply for the
secretarial position. I have no experience, but I

do have training on the IBM typewriter and adding
machine.

Thank you

Student C

Dear Sears,

My name Is P...N... and I'am interested in a job
opening you have. How I came across the add was
in the paper. I have decided that this is the

kind of work I'am looking for. I have had typing
and can typing 50'w/m and I take short hand at 90%
accurrcy. I feel that I am qualified for the job.
I would like to make an appointment for an
interview.

,
/'

Student D

Thank you

Dear Sirs:
I am writing regarding your secretarial position.
I. am very interested and would like to be set up
for an Interview at our earlies convience. My

qualition are typing 55 wrp and shorthand. I can
be reach at

Sincerely Your,

Student E

To: whom it may concern:
I read in Sunday Suntine newspaper that you Sears
Roebuck Co. had and opening for a Secterary. My
name is V...S... and I feel I'm have the

capiablity for the job. I had traing for the

.field of secterary a year of shorthand 90 words
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per min 45 word min In Typeetc. And wood like to
make a pointent for a Interview with you on your ,
convience you may reach me at nomber

Sincrly

It is scandalous that after spending twelve years
in school, these writers have so little competence in

written language. An uninformed reader might jump to
the conclusion that these writers are illiterate or
mentally handicapped. Test results indicate that nei-
ther is the case. The Business English Test is a

multiple-choice test of 110 questions; 50 correct an-
swers is the minimum requirement for acceptance Into
the program. On the Wide Range Achievement Spelling
Test of 46 words, a score of 14 is required. On the
SRA Reading Index, there are 13 questions, with 7 cor-
rect answers (fifth grade reading equivalent) the re-
quirement for acceptance in the program. The following
are the scores lf the letter writers.

Student Test Score

A Business English Test 57

Wide Range Achievement Test 21

SRA Reading index 9

B Business Engiish Test 66

Wide Range Achievement Test 30

SRA Reading Index 9

C Business English Test 53

Wide Range Achievement Test 17

SRA Reading Index 11

D Business English Test 55

Wide Range Achievement Test 20

SRA Reading Index 10

E Business English Test 54

Wide Range Achievement Test 15

SRA Reading Index 10
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However, we do find an occasional individu-1 who

is close to being a non-reader; but in our last group
of 35 applicants, only two failed to obtain a passing
score on the SRA Reading Index.

THE PROGRAM

The program has changed considerably over the past
seven years, but the vocational readiness of the appli-
cants has not. Students still enter the school with
written language equivalencies ranging from fifth to
seventh grades. Since the population is predominantly
Black, some of the deficiencies in written language may
result from students' Aon-standard dialects. We make
no effort to clvalge oral dialect, but focus on defi-
ciencies in standard written language instead. For

this population, deficiencies center on subject-verb
agreement, forms of the verb be, ncorrect use of
pronouns, and -ed and -s endings. Overcoming these
problems requires constant attention. Comm or pre-
dominant errors are corrected through a variety of

methods. Correct usage is reinforced through reading
another person's written language, proofing one's own
writing, and reading material aloud word-by-word. An
important aspect of the program is that teachers make
students aware of their individual errors.

Individual needs are delineated by reference to

each student's written language sample. Kraus (1957)
found that the most helpful technique for improving
sentence structure was to base lessons on errors made
by the student. According to Kraus, practice on iso-

lated rules and single sentences does not help. Yet
many English achers teach only from the assigned
textbook, cov ing each page and each rulc in a ritual-
istic sequ ce. For example, an English teacher ex-
pounding n pronoun forms or paralogisms may be faith-
fully following the text, but it is unlikely that

either'exercise will improve students' writing. Know-
ing abstract precepts of traditional grammar is fine if
you are going to be a grammarian; but if you are going
to take dictation, be a medical transcriber or a clerk
typist, such knowledge is unnecessary. English teach-
ers must learn to use textbooks selectively, choosing
only those sections and rules that address students'
needs. Student time is better spent in actual writing
practice. 77
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It has been our experience that young adults ileed4

auditory Input, visual input, and motor output. Stu-

dents need to hear, see, and write. We discovered cnat
mater.al on filmstrips only or on audio-cassettes only

had to be discarded because there was no simultaneous
auditory and visual input. Videotapes, filmstrips with

audio-cassettes, and transparencies are much more

effective.

An essential requirement of the program is that

every teacher must be a teacher of English. Unfortu-

nately, many teachers are ill-prepared for this task.
In high school, the history teacher teaches only his-

tory, the English teacher teaches only English, the

science teacher teaches only science. This is not the

way it should be in the high school or in a training

program for adults. Where there are written language
deficiencies, every teacher, even those who teach typ-
ing, bookkeeping, shorthand, or auto mechanics, must be

a teacher of writing. Errors in writing must be at-

tended to, whatever the content of the class. The

vocational education teacher does not need to know all
of the rules of grammar, but he or she must be aware of

the need for student practice, in correct usage.

The program includes an ongoing evaluation. There

is a pre-test and a corresponding post-test in each

subject. The evaluation system discloses the weakness-

es in teaching methods and materials and points out
areas that need additional attention. The pre- and

post-test information is also important for students

who want to know and need to know the progress they are
making toward their goals.

MATERIALS

Based on our experience with English texts, only

sections of the following books are used: English

2600, English 3200, Business English, English Style

Skill Builders: A Self-Improvement Program for Trans-
cribers and Typists, and a spelling program developed
by our faculty. Other materials pf value include

transparencies developed by teachers for overhead pro-

jectors, and the System 80 kits for phonics and sen-
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tence structure. In addition, filmstrips with audio-
cassettes cover such topics as vocabulary development,
English grammar, and basic writing skills for everyday
life (see Appendix).

Every step of the program is geared to help the
student reach vocational goals. In this case, written
language is a major part of attaining these goals. In

the nine to twelve months these young adults are in our
program, they improve their writing skills, begin
watching for their errors, and learn how to get help
from the resources used in their training.

WRITTEN LANGUAGE AND ADULT COMPETENCE

The adults we have been working with, who range in
age from 19 to 25, are seeking competence for specific
kinds of jobs. Today's post-secondary schools, whether
public or proprietary, are receiving adults of all ages
in need of training. Many of these schools face prob-
lems similar to those at Taylor and some of what we
have developed can be useful to other programs. Our

common objectives are (1) to identify the specific job-
related literacy skills that students need and (2) to

provide an opportunity for them to master those skills.

The purpose of the Adult Performance Level survey
conducted by the U.S. Office of Education a few years
ago (APO, 1975) was to develop a broader definition of
literacy. lhe researchers used the term "functional
competency" to define the minimal academic abilities of
American adults. They concluded that "functional com-
petency is a construct which is meaningful only in a

specific societal context . . . just as functional com-

petency is cultOre-bound, it is perhaps even more

closely bound to the technological state of a partic-
ular society" (pp. 8-9). Further, the study provided
the useful notion that functional competency is a

dynaml.. process; as the requirements of society change,
the individual must acquire more and different know-
ledge and skills.

At one period in our history, individuals were

considered literate if they could read at the fourth

grade level and sign their names. In our society
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today, Individuals with those same minimal Malls can
do only the most menial Jobs. The Adult Performance

Level study proposed that functional competency be

viewed as the application of certain basic skills to
cervain areas of general knowledge.. The matrix in

Figure 1 shows how these components are related:

Communication Computation
Problem-
Solving

Interpersonal
Relations

Consumer
Economics

Occupational
Knowledge

Health

Community
Resources

Government
and Law

Figure 1: Taxonomy of Functional Competency (Adapted
from APLP, 1975)

One important finding of the APL survey was that'

16.4Z of the adults in the United States, or some 18.9
million persons, were unable to cope successfully with
written language. An additional 25.5% were found to 6e

functional but not proficient in written language.

These findings were not based on tests of spelling,
punctuation, or grammar, but on the actual writing

skills that adults use in everyday living. Below is a

list of writing tasks that were included in the survey
of 3500 adults in 30 states:

Writing a business letter
Writing a response to an employment ad
Completing an employment application
Filling out a Social Security form
Applying for a loan
Completing a letter to a Congressional

representative
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Writing a note to a teacher to excuse a ch1ld's
absence

Addressing ao envelope
Completing a complaint for-
Filling out a check In a business transaction

An analysis of the responses revealed that i4% made
such serious errors in filling out a check that the

check would probably not be cleared. In the note to
the teacher. 12% did not have a salutation, 7% had no
comprehensible message, 7% did not identify the child,
29% had no signature, and 3% were so poorlw written
they, wire illegible. In addressing an enve.lope, 13%

did not address the en4elope well enough to assure it
would reach Its destination, and 24% aid not use a
return address on the envelope.

Written language is seldom taught as, a communica-
tion necessity, as demonstrated by the samples cited
earlier. Rather it is most frequently taught through
grammar exercises, boa reviews, and essays. The stu-
dent who is not college-bound gets very little practice
with written language. Written language needs to be

brought to life--to be related to daily living, to

employment, and to interpersonal relations.

Judging oy the .Audents who apply to the Tayior
Business Institute, and in spite of continuing com-
plaints about the poor writing skills of high school
graduates,,not much has changed in the practice of

teaching English. At the same time, technological

changes in business and industry are demanding greater
rnepetency in all skills. Ne can anticipate that many
.dults seeking Job traininy aiso.need training in writ-

ten language.

WRITTEN LANGUA4E AND EMPLOYMENT

Functional written language is 'a requirement for
attaining employment, and proficiency in written lan-
guage Is essential for advancement in most jobs. Table

1 describes written language tasks derived from the

Occupational Outlook Handbook (U.S. Department of

Labor, 1982-1983). The book analyzes some 23,000 jobs

for entry requirements, advancement requirements,'tasks
81
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involved, and opportunitie . Only the written language

requirements are listed b low. All positions listed

require an application to be filled out correctly, some
require resumes, and some require written tests for

advancement. The tasks outlined are on-the-job tasks.

Table

Job-Related Writing Tasks

Writing Skills

Occupation for Job Entry.

File Clerk

Shipping

and
Receiving
Clerk

Business
Machine
Repairer

Computer

Repairer

Telephone
Operator

Respiratory
Therapy
Technician

Alphabetize, spell
correctly, keep
records, write
memos

Address packages,
fill out invoices,
write condition of
merchandise, label
items

Take tests, set up
maintenance sched-
ules, arrange
schedules, write
reports, order
inventory

Keep records of
preventative main-
tenance,and repairs,
fill out time and
expense reports,
keep inventory
records, order pai

Spell correctly,

keep records of
calls, find infor-
mation quickly,

write up complaints

Keep records, write
reports, write pro-
cedures

8 4
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Writing Skills
for Advancement

Read material,
file correctly,

establish filing
system, send
memos to depart-
ments

Take inventory,
prepare orders,

write reports,
organize storage
system

Attend seminars,
check on Inven-
tories, read
and write reports

Attend training
sessions, take
courses for
advanced
training

Take advanced
training to
become
supervisor

Take written
exams for
advancement
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Whether one applies for one of the above jobs Or
for a position as a hotel clerk,, a cosmetician, a res-
taurant worker, or a salesperson, writing skills are an
essential prerequisite for the job.

. A PRACTICAL WRITING CURRICULUM FOR THE POST-SECONDARY
ADULT

Adults entering a post-secondary program have a

variety of goals. They may wish to upgrade their

skills in a specific area, qualify for a new career,
meet the challenge of technological change, or get off
welfare rolls. Instruction in written communication
needs to be geared to the requirements of the voca-
tional goal and to become the instrument for improving
spelling, grammar, punctuation, and other encoding
skills.

The first step in designing a practical writing
curriculum is a needs analysis of the written language
skills of the student. The second is a task analysis
of the written language requirements of the vocation.
The vocabulary of the vocation must be internalized by
the student so that it becomes automatic for writing
purposes. In addition, the written language system of
the vocation should be practiced, for example, by

writing inventory lists, invoices, receipts, or re-

ports. Or the task may involve ordering parts, writing
answers to complaints, or keeping daily logs. Who will

provide this job-specific instruction? Not the English

teacher, but the electronics teacher, the small-

appliance teacher, or the health-care teacher.

The important issue is that written language

skills must be included in the content of whatever is

being taught. This brings us to the need for a similar
model for the high school curriculum.

CURRICULUM MODEL FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT

Many high school students have written language

deficiencies; therefore, written language must be
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Included In the content of all courses and should be

relevant and functional. The folloWing clusters of

F
skills can be the objective;) r teachers in presenting
spelling, grammar, punctuatio , and sentence structure,

and can be taught in Engl-iag , industrial arts, social

studies, economics, consumer math, etc.

Task: Fill Out Forms

W2 form
Driver's license application
Health record
Job application
Application, to a school

Application for a dog license
Bank form
Income tax forms

Passport application
Loan aPplication

Task: Prepare Lists of Items

S'hopping,list: food, clothing,

furniture, cosmetics
Supply order
Inventory list
Parts order for car, motorcycle, bicycle
Repair list: house, car, yard, lawn

Task: Compose Letters of Request
and of ComplainC

Reservations
Requests for information: schools,

jobs, advertised items
Complaints about products, services
Complaints about a job

Task: Write Resumes

For job
For a school
For promotion
For pay increase

84
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Task: Write Letters to Friends and

Relatives

Letters of thanks

Letters of sympathy
Le.ters of inquiry
Invitations

Letters about activities and plans

Task: Write Letters to Official Bodies

To schools
To city agencies: mayor, city council

To county services: child and family
services

To state agencies: youth services,

employment office
To state representatives and senators
To the governor
To congressmen and senators
To the President
To community reiources
To consumer agencies

Task: Compose Letters to the Press,

Radio Stations, TV Stations

Letters of praise
Letters of criticism
Letters presenting a point of view
Letters asking for information

Task: Compose Reports

Report of a transaction
Daily log of activity
Report on an inventory
Research report on a career of interest
Report of an interview

35
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SUMMARY

Teachiug written language to the adult is very

different from teaching the school-age child because
such Instruction must, out of necessity, be more close-
ly geared to the demands of everyday living. By know-

ing those demands, we will have a better grasp of how
to prepare our students for the world of work. Every-

one needs the English language for spoken and written

coamunication, and no one should be denied that right.
Just as we want 100% of our population to be function-
ally competent in reading, so we must demand that 100%
of the population be functionally competent in writing.

In today's job market, 67% of the population are
employed in service industries and 27% are employed in

manufacturing, farming, and mining. Moreover, by 1990
the service industries will claim an even greater share

of the job market, with the result that the function-
ally incompetent adult will be virtually unemployable.
The technological development in our country requires

that we in education meet the challenge.
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Dailey Vocational Tests: Business English Test.

Geneva, IL: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1964-1965.

SRA Reading Index. Chicago: Science Research Asso-
ciates, 1968.

Wide Range Achievement Tests. Wilmington, DE: Jastak
Associates, 1978.

Tembooks

Blumenthal, J. English 2600. New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovlch, 1973.

Blumenthal, J. English 3200. New York: Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich, 1973.

Business English. Cincinnati, OH: South-Western Pub-
lishing, 1980.

Cleary, J., & Lacombe, J. English style skill

builders: A self-improvement program lor tran-
scribers and ttalsts New York: McGraw Hill,
1980.

Audio-Visual Materials

English Grammar. Baltimore: Media Materials, Inc.

Life Skills: Expanding Your Vocabulary. Chicago:
Society for Visual Education.

Newsweek Multi-Media Kit. New York: Newsweek Educa-
tionalDivision.

System 80. Arlington Heights, IL: Borg-Warner Educa-
tional Systems.
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